
Chapter 8

Creators and Creations in Nuclear
Science and Engineering

Ins Ewige wiederholen...
. Keiner gönnt das Reich
Dem andern; dem gönnt’s keiner,
. der’s mit Kraft erwarb
Und kräftig herrscht.
. Denn jeder, der sein innres Selbst
Nicht zu regieren weiß,
. regierte gar zu gern
Des Nachbars Willen,
. eignem stolzem Sinn gemäß...
Hier aber ward ein großes Beispiel
. durchgekämpft:
Wie sich Gewalt
. Gewaltigerem entgegenstellt, [...]
Das wird sich messen.
. Weiß die Welt doch, wem’s gelang.
Wachfeuer glühen,
. rote Flammen spendende,
Der Boden haucht
. vergoßnen Blutes Widerschein, [...]
Der Zelten Trug verschwindet,
. Feuer brennen blau.
Doch über mir!
. welch unerwartet Meteor?
Es leuchtet und beleuchtet
. körperlichen Ball.

It repeats eternally...
. No one freely gives the realm
To another;
. to the one whose power won it
And whose strength rules.
. For everyone, who does not even know
How to govern his own inner self,
. would all too gladly rule over
His neighbour’s will,
. prompted by his own proud mind...
But here a great example was
. fought to the end,
How force battles
. against a greater force, [...]
This is tested.
. The world knows who won.
Bonfires glow,
. sending out red flames:
The ground is soaked
. with images of spilled blood, [...]
The illusion of dwellings vanishes;
. the fires burn blue.
But overhead,
. what sudden meteor is this?
It shines and illuminates
. the whole world.

Johann von Goethe. 1832. Faust Part Two.
Act II. Klassische Walpurgisnacht. Erichtho.
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A huge number of innovators and innovations in the field of nuclear science and engineering came
from the predominantly German-speaking central European research world.1 German-speaking con-
tributions to early nuclear science are well documented and widely accepted, and include:

8.1. Nuclear diagnostics and therapeutics

8.2. Radiation detectors

8.3. Particle accelerators

8.4. Models of the atomic nucleus

8.5. Nuclear fission reactions

8.6. Nuclear fusion reactions

German-speaking contributions to specific engineering applications of that science are a much more
complex topic, and are far less well known by the general public in the modern world. In fact,
German-speaking scientists played decisive roles not just in the world’s first nuclear engineering
program, but in all three of the world’s first nuclear engineering programs:

8.7. The World War II and postwar U.S./U.K. nuclear program

8.8. The wartime German nuclear program

8.9. The postwar Soviet nuclear program

There is significant evidence that German-speaking scientists and their technologies played critical
roles in additional nuclear programs as well (in France, Israel, etc.), but for reasons of length this
book will only focus on those earliest three programs. For a presentation and analysis of evidence
that the wartime German nuclear program was much larger and more advanced than has been
generally recognized, see Appendix D.

1In addition to specific references that are cited in di↵erent areas throughout this chapter, this chapter makes
use of general biographical and project information from: ACLS 2000; Albrecht et al. 1992; Ash and Söllner 1996;
Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Challoner 2009; Cornwell 2003; Crim 2018; EB 1911, 2010;
Gillispie 1970–1990; Gimbel 1990a; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; István Hargittai 2006, 2011; Linda Hunt 1991; Impey et
al. 2008; Jacobsen 2014; Koertge 2007; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Lusar 1956, 1971; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick
2000; Murray 2003; Nachmansohn 1979; NDB 1953–2020; Neufeld 2012; Nouzille and Huwart 1999; O’Reagan 2014,
2019; Porter 1994; Charles Walker 1946; Peter Watson 2010; Weitensfelder 2009.

I have deliberately left a blank space where images of some creators or creations should go.
Those are people or projects that I felt were important enough that they should definitely be shown in this book,
yet I have not yet been able to locate a suitable image that I have permission to use, despite my searches in Europe
and in the United States. If readers have any relevant images and could send them to me, I would be very grateful
and will include them in future editions of this book. Even where a suitable photo cannot be located, I believe that
leaving a blank space pays tribute both to the scientific importance of that creator or creation and to how that
historical fact has been very nearly forgotten.
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Some well-known aspects of nuclear science were discovered outside the German-speaking world.2

Marie and Pierre Curie, as well as their daughter and son-in-law Irène and Frédéric Joliot-Curie,
characterized several radioactive elements at their Paris laboratory. Ernest Rutherford pioneered the
methods of experimental nuclear physics as he moved his lab from McGill University in Montreal to
the University of Manchester to the University of Cambridge. Enrico Fermi conducted early nuclear
physics experiments at his lab in Rome, before moving to the United States, where he played a key
role in the Manhattan Project.

On the other hand, an enormous number of major early nuclear discoveries came from the German-
speaking world, as illustrated by the examples in this chapter.3

8.1 Nuclear Diagnostics and Therapeutics

Creators from the German-speaking world developed the major methods of nuclear diagnostics and
therapeutics that are still used today, including:

8.1.1. X-rays

8.1.2. Radioisotopes and isotope labeling

8.1.3. Nuclear magnetic resonance, or magnetic resonance imaging

8.1.1 X-Rays

X-rays were discovered by Wilhelm Röntgen (German, 1845–1923) in 1895. Ludwig Zehnder (Swiss,
1854–1949, also known for the Mach-Zehnder interferometer—p. 971) was making detailed whole-
body X-ray photographs of humans by 1896; see Fig. 8.1. Of course, X-rays are still widely used for
everything from medical exams and dental checkups to airport baggage screening and mechanical
parts inspections. Wilhelm Röntgen won the first Nobel Prize in Physics in 1901. At that first Nobel
Prize ceremony, C. T. Odhner, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, explained why
the importance of Röntgen’s work was already evident to the world just six years after his discovery
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1901/ceremony-speech/]:

2See for example: Beyer 1949; Cronin 2004; Curie 1938; Fermi 1950; Fermi 1987; L’Annunziata 2016; Reeves 2008;
Segrè 1970; Weart 1979.

3See for example: Bethe 1991, 1997; Blatt and Weisskopf 1952; Brown and Lee 2006; Otto Hahn 1968; Irving 1967;
L’Annunziata 2016; Nachmansohn 1979; Rife 1999; Schweber 2012; Sime 1996; Szanton 1992; Wigner 1967.
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The Academy awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics to Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen, Profes-
sor in the University of Munich, for the discovery with which his name is linked for all
time: the discovery of the so-called Röntgen rays or, as he himself called them, X-rays.
These are, as we know, a new form of energy and have received the name “rays” on
account of their property of propagating themselves in straight lines as light does. The
actual constitution of this radiation of energy is still unknown. Several of its charac-
teristic properties have, however, been discovered first by Röntgen himself and then by
other physicists who have directed their researches into this field. And there is no doubt
that much success will be gained in physical science when this strange energy form is
su�ciently investigated and its wide field thoroughly explored. Let us remind ourselves
of but one of the properties which have been found in Röntgen rays; that which is the
basis of the extensive use of X-rays in medical practice. Many bodies, just as they allow
light to pass through them in varying degrees, behave likewise with X-rays, but with the
di↵erence that some which are totally impenetrable to light can easily be penetrated by
X-rays, while other bodies stop them completely. Thus, for example, metals are impene-
trable to them; wood, leather, cardboard and other materials are penetrable and this is
also the case with the muscular tissues of animal organisms. Now, when a foreign body
impenetrable to X-rays, e.g. a bullet or a needle, has entered these tissues its location
can be determined by illuminating the appropriate part of the body with X-rays and
taking a shadowgraph of it on a photographic plate, whereupon the impenetrable body
is immediately detected. The importance of this for practical surgery, and how many
operations have been made possible and facilitated by it is well known to all. If we add
that in many cases severe skin diseases, e.g. lupus, have been successfully treated with
Röntgen rays, we can say at once that Röntgen’s discovery has already brought so much
benefit to mankind that to reward it with the Nobel Prize fulfils the intention of the
testator to a very high degree.

Leopold Freund (Austrian, 1868–1943) and Eduard Schi↵ (Austrian, 1849–1913) developed and
employed radiation therapy from 1896 onward (Fig. 8.2). As shown in Fig. 8.3, Freund wrote the
first medical textbook on radiation therapy in 1902 and published it in 1903 [Leopold Freund 1903].
Translations of the book in English and other languages were published in 1904, so Freund truly
founded and shaped the field of radiation therapy worldwide. Freund also invented and successfully
demonstrated the first chemical sunscreen, Antilux, in 1922 (p. 117).

Radiologist H. Dieter Kogelnik wrote about the historical and scientific importance of Leopold
Freund in that field [Kogelnik 1997]:

There is an increasing acceptance and knowledge of the fact that the inauguration of
radiotherapy as a new scientific speciality was performed by Leopold Freund 100 years
ago. With a clear and logical rationale, Freund provided the first scientific proof of the
biological e↵ectiveness of X-rays on a 5-year-old patient and performed the world’s first
successful treatment with X-rays. Before Freund’s historical experimental treatments,
which started in Vienna on November 24th, 1896, there were several suggestions and
attempts at the therapeutic use of X-rays, however none of these mostly one-of-a-kind
attempts was successful, and there was no scientific proof of a therapeutic e↵ectiveness
of X-rays in these previous experiments.
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Carl H. F. Müller (German, 1845–1912) began producing vacuum tubes in 1880 and X-ray tubes in
1896. His company and its researchers remained at the forefront of producing instruments for nuclear
science until 1945. Advanced German X-ray tubes—and information on how to make them—were
publicly heralded as important prizes that the United States obtained from Germany after World
War II (pp. 399, 3013).

During the period 1922–1924, Dirk Coster (Dutch, 1889–1950) developed X-ray spectroscopy, or
methods to separate di↵erent wavelengths of X-rays and use them to make new discoveries. Using
X-ray spectroscopy, Coster and George de Hevesy (Hungarian, 1885–1966) discovered hafnium in
1923 (p. 415).

Two other especially noteworthy scientists who worked on the medical implications and applications
of radiation were Nikolai Timofée↵-Ressovsky (Russian but worked in Germany 1925–1945, lived
1900–1981) and Karl Günter Zimmer (German, 1911–1988). Along with Max Delbrück, in 1935 they
published a groundbreaking paper on the e↵ects of radiation on genetic mutations and structure
(p. 95). They also studied applications of radiation in neuroscience and other areas of biology. In
1945, Timofée↵-Ressovsky, Zimmer, and some of their colleagues moved to Russia and continued to
study the biological e↵ects of radiation as part of the German-speaking scientific community there.
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Figure 8.1: Wilhelm Röntgen discovered X-rays and made the first human X-ray in 1895. Ludwig
Zehnder made the first whole-body X-ray (a composite of nine X-ray films) in 1896.
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Figure 8.2: Leopold Freund and Eduard Schi↵ invented radiation therapy. In 1896, they used X-rays
to successfully treat a young girl with hairy growths on her entire back. They continued to develop
and employ radiation therapy in the following years.
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Figure 8.3: Leopold Freund wrote the first medical textbook on radiation therapy in 1902 and
published it in 1903 [Leopold Freund 1903].
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8.1.2 Radioisotopes and Isotope Labeling

Di↵erent isotopes of the same chemical element have the same number of protons and same number
of electrons (and hence the same chemical properties), but di↵erent numbers of neutrons; that
di↵erence in neutron number creates a measurable mass di↵erence, and also makes some isotopes
radioactive. Isotopes that are radioactive can be extremely useful either for diagnostics or for
radiation therapy. Even isotopes that are not radioactive can be detected by their mass di↵erences
and thus can be useful in chemistry and biology experiments.

Isotope labeling of chemical molecules was developed by George de Hevesy (Hungarian, 1885–1966),
Hilde Levi (German, 1909–2003), Friedrich Paneth (Austrian, 1887–1958), and Rudolf Schoen-
heimer (German, 1898–1941); see Fig. 8.4. The ability to follow labeled molecules as they pass
through chemical reactions, biological systems, and the environment revolutionized our understand-
ing of chemistry, biology, and earth science. Radioisotope labeled molecules continue to be widely
used for medical diagnostics and cancer therapeutics. De Hevesy won a Nobel Prize in Chemistry
in 1943. Professor A. Westgren, member of the Nobel Committee for Chemistry, explained how ex-
tensive de Hevesy’s research was [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1943/ceremony-speech/]:

This discovery was made some ten years ago and the study of chemical processes by
means of radioactive markers has since then been carried to such a point that it is now
widely used in laboratories throughout the world. De Hevesy has remained the prime
mover in this new field of activity and much first-class and important research has been
carried out by him and his co-workers.

Exceptionally valuable results have thus been obtained in biology. An isotope of ra-
dioactive phosphorus, which can be obtained by exposing sulphur to neutron radiation
or ordinary phosphorus to radiation from nuclei of heavy hydrogen, has mostly been
used. This radioactive phosphorus is su�ciently long-lasting for tests of this nature. It
has a half-life of approximately 14.8 days. De Hevesy produced physiological solutions
of sodium phosphate containing this marker and injected them into animals and hu-
mans. The distribution of the phosphorus was determined at certain intervals. A study
of blood samples showed that the phosphorus thus introduced quickly left the blood. In
human blood the radio-phosphorus content had fallen after only 2 hours to a mere 2%
of its initial value. It di↵uses into the extra-cellular body fluid and gradually changes
places with the phosphorus atoms of the tissues, organs and skeleton. After some time
it can even be found, though in very small quantities, in the enamel of the teeth. Ex-
changes small and slow as they may be, therefore occur between the outer hard parts
of the teeth and the inner tissues of the bones and the lymph. Most of the phosphorus
introduced, finds its way into the skeleton, muscles, liver and gastro-intestinal organs.
Elimination of phosphorus from living organisms has also been studied by this method.

Phosphorus is an extremely important element in biological processes. The knowledge of
its functions in living organisms which has been acquired thanks to the use of radioactive
markers is therefore of the very greatest interest. De Hevesy succeeded in detecting where
and at what speed the various organic compounds of phosphorus are able to form and
the paths which they take in the animal organism. In order to form from a phosphate
which has been injected into the blood they must first penetrate into the cells. Acid-
soluble compounds of phosphorus form rapidly, whereas phosphatides closely related to
fatty substances are slower-forming. These latter form mainly in the liver, whence they
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are carried by the blood plasma to the places where they will be consumed. De Hevesy
showed that the phosphatides of the chicken embryo are produced in the embryo itself
and that they cannot be extracted from the egg yolk.

De Hevesy also carried out several investigations with radioactive sodium and potas-
sium. He studied how physiological saline containing radioactive sodium which was
injected into a human subject first spread into the blood and then slowly penetrated
into the cells; he also studied the manner in which it is excreted. After 24 hours the
blood corpuscles had lost approximately half their sodium content.

In addition to the above-mentioned markers, several other active isotopes, such as mag-
nesium, sulphur, calcium, chlorine, manganese, iron, copper and zinc, have been used
for this type of research. In the case of the lighter elements it has also been possible
to use inactive isotopes such as heavy hydrogen, with an atomic weight of 2, nitrogen,
with an atomic weight of 15, and oxygen, with an atomic weight of 18. It is of course
less easy to determine the content of an inactive than of an active marker, but this
can be done by determinations of density or mass-spectrographically. To determine the
concentration of deuterium, or heavy hydrogen, which is twice as heavy as ordinary
hydrogen, is a relatively easy matter. De Hevesy used deuterium as marker in many
tests. He then noticed that a person who has drunk water containing heavy hydrogen
excretes deuterium in the urine after only 26 minutes. Frogs and fishes swimming in
water containing deuterium absorb it and, after about 4 hours, are in equilibrium with
the medium as far as the deuterium is concerned. Heavy nitrogen and heavy oxygen
have also been used in many investigations.

Technetium, which is especially useful for radioisotope labeling due to its short half-life and readily
detectable gamma rays, was discovered in 1925 by Otto Berg (German, 1873–1939), Walter Noddack
(German, 1893–1960), and Ida Tacke Noddack (German, 1896–1978); see p. 412.

Similarly, Berta Karlik (Austrian, 1904–1990), shown in Fig. 8.5, worked out the radioactive decay
process that produces astatine, a previously undiscovered element (number 85) and ultimately an
important radioactive treatment for cancer.4

Ulrich Henschke (German, 1914–1980) invented and commercialized a variety of brachytherapy
methods for treating cancer with very localized radioactive sources or tightly targeted radiation
beams. Henschke also made important contributions in several other unrelated fields. See p. 2206
for more information.

German-speaking scientists also led the rest of the world in research on all other aspects of cancer
causes, prevention, and treatment (p. 105).

4As an aside, for this period in history, women appear to have been remarkably numerous and successful in the
greater German-speaking nuclear physics community. Hilde Levi, Ida Tacke Noddack, and Berta Karlik have already
been mentioned, and Marietta Blau, Erika Cremer, Klara Döpel, Maria Goeppert Mayer, and Lise Meitner are
discussed in later sections. While these were some of the most prominent women in the nuclear physics community,
there were a number of others as well. Unfortunately, even these most prominent women have been largely forgotten
by history, except for Meitner, who has been the subject of two major biographies in recent decades [Rife 1999;
Sime 1996]. It would be interesting to study whether other scientific fields had similarly large populations of female
scientists who have been neglected by historians, or if there were certain factors that allowed women to go further in
nuclear physics than in many other fields of science and engineering at that time. (Of course, Marie Curie and her
daughter Irène Joliot-Curie are well-known examples of women who were successful in nuclear physics outside the
German-speaking world.)
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Figure 8.4: George de Hevesy, Hilde Levi, Friedrich Paneth, and Rudolf Schoenheimer developed
isotope labeling of chemical molecules.
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Figure 8.5: Berta Karlik worked out the radioactive decay process that produces astatine, a pre-
viously undiscovered element (number 85) and ultimately an important radioactive treatment for
cancer.
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8.1.3 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)/Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), also called magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), does not in-
volve radiation or radioactivity, but rather uses intense magnetic fields to identify di↵erent types
of atomic nuclei. Thus it can be used to identify various types of atoms and their relative locations
within a chemical molecule, or to track the locations of oxygen or other atoms being used within
the human body.

Pieter Zeeman (Dutch, 1865–1943) and Hendrik Lorentz (Dutch, 1853–1928) discovered that applied
magnetic fields shift the energy levels of electrons orbiting in atoms, and therefore the frequencies
of electromagnetic waves that they absorb and emit. For demonstrating and explaining what is now
known as the Zeeman e↵ect, both Zeeman and Lorentz won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1902 (p.
842).

Beginning in the 1930s, I. I. Rabi (Austro-Hungarian by birth and educated in the German-speaking
scientific community, 1898–1988) and Felix Bloch (Swiss, 1905–1983) demonstrated that su�ciently
strong magnetic fields could create a Zeeman-type e↵ect not just of the electrons orbiting in an
atom, but of the nucleus at the center of an atom (Fig. 8.6). Under such conditions, the atomic
nuclei of di↵erent chemical elements, or di↵erent isotopes of the same element, have slightly di↵erent
magnetic signatures that can be detected using the fields.

For laying the foundations for NMR/MRI, Rabi won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1944. At the
award ceremony, Professor E. Hulthén of the Nobel Committee for Physics praised the clever-
ness and utility of Rabi’s accomplishments [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1944/ceremony-
speech/]:

Let us now for a moment touch upon Rabi’s achievements in this field. Returning to the
essential point of the problem, let us put the question: How does the atom react to the
magnetic field? According to a theorem stated by the English mathematician Larmor,
this influence may be ascribed to a relatively slow precession movement on the part of
the electron and the atomic nucleus around the field direction—a gyromagnetic e↵ect
most closely recalling the gyroscopic movement performed by a top when it spins around
the vertical line. If the strength of the magnetic field is known, the magnetic factor of the
electron and of the atomic nucleus can also be estimated by this means, provided that
we can observe and measure these precessional frequencies. Rabi solved the problem in
a manner as simple as it was brilliant. Within the magnetic field was inserted a loop
of wire, attached to an oscillating circuit the frequency of which could be varied in the
same manner as we tune in our radio receiving set to a given wavelength. Now, when
the atomic beam passes through the magnetic field, the atoms are only influenced on
condition that they precess in time with the electric current in the oscillating circuit.
This influence might perhaps be described graphically: the nucleus performs a vault
(salto)—the technical term for which is a “quantum jump”—thereby landing in another
positional direction to the field. But this means that the atom has lost all chance of
reaching the detector and of being registered by it. The e↵ect of these quantum jumps
is observable by the fact that the detector registers a marked resonance minimum, the
frequency position of the registration being determined with the extraordinary precision
achievable with the radio frequency gauge. By this method Rabi has literally established
radio relations with the most subtile particles of matter, with the world of the electron
and of the atomic nucleus.
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Felix Bloch won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1952 for his own role in the development of
NMR/MRI and related techniques. Professor E. Hulthén addressed him at the award ceremony
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1952/ ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Bloch. It would be di�cult in the few minutes at my disposal to try to give
the main features of the nuclear induction method for which you have been awarded
your Nobel Prize. It would be still more di�cult for me to give an exhaustive account
of the ways that led you to this invention.

You began your career as a theoretical physicist, well-known for your fundamental
contributions to the theory of metals.

When, quite unexpectedly, you went over to experimental research, this must have
been, I feel, with deliberation and assurance. For you had in your kitbag a tool of
extraordinary value, the method for the magnetic polarization of a beam of neutrons.
The inestimable value of possessing a good idea, of indefatigably testing and perfecting
it, is best illustrated by your precision-measurements of the magnetic moment of the
neutron, one of the most di�cult and at the same time most important tasks in nuclear
physics.

But ideas give birth to new ideas, and it was, as I understand, in this way that you
hit upon the excellent notion of eliminating the di�cult absolute determination of the
magnetic field by a direct measurement of the neutron moment in units of the proton
cycle (the nuclear magneton). According to your own account it was this solution which
finally led you to the nuclear induction method.

Nicolaas Bloembergen (Dutch, 1920–2017, Fig. 6.57) was one of the major developers of early
laboratory systems for NMR analysis. He won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1981 for some of his
other research on lasers. See p. 973 for more information.

NMR/MRI was further developed by a number of scientists from the 1950s to the 1970s (including
the American chemist Paul Lauterbur and the British physicist Peter Mansfield) and is now widely
used for medical diagnostics and chemical analysis.

Richard Ernst (Swiss, 1933–, p. 570) developed NMR spectroscopy methods that are useful for
studying chemical molecules and biological systems. For that work, he won the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry in 1991. See p. 559 for more information.

Kurt Wüthrich (Swiss, 1938–, p. 577) developed methods to use NMR to study large molecules.
For that innovation, he won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2002 (p. 567).
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Figure 8.6: I. I. Rabi and Felix Bloch developed the principles of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
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8.2 Radiation Detectors

German-speaking scientists developed the major types of radiation detectors that are still widely
used today, including electrical methods of detection (Section 8.2.1), optical methods of detection
(Section 8.2.2), and more advanced methods such as Mössbauer spectroscopy (Section 8.2.3).

8.2.1 Electrical Detection of Radiation

German-speaking creators invented electrical methods of detecting radiation. Hans Geiger (German,
1882–1945) and Walther Müller (German, 1905–1979) developed Geiger counters or Geiger-Müller
tubes between 1908 and 1928, while Heinrich Greinacher (Swiss, 1880–1974) developed similar
proportional or spark counters in 1920. See Fig. 8.7.

Marc Shampo and his scientific colleagues gave an overview of Geiger’s contributions [Shampo et
al. 2011]:

The German physicist Hans Wilhelm Geiger is best known as the inventor of the Geiger
counter to measure radiation. In 1908, Geiger introduced the first successful detector of
individual alpha particles. Later versions of this counter were able to count beta particles
and other ionizing radiation. The introduction in July 1928 of the Geiger-Müller counter
marked the introduction of modern electrical devices into radiation research. [...]

In 1925, Geiger accepted his first teaching position, which was at the University of
Kiel, Germany. Here, he and Walther Müller improved the sensitivity, performance,
and durability of the counter, and it became known as the “Geiger-Müller counter.”
It could detect not only alpha particles but also beta particles (electrons) and ionizing
photons. The counter was essentially in the same form as the modern counter.

In 1929, Geiger moved to the University of Tübingen (Germany), where he was named
professor of physics and director of research at the Institute of Physics. In 1929, while at
the Institute, Geiger made his first observations of a cosmic-ray shower. Geiger continued
to investigate cosmic rays, artificial radioactivity, and nuclear fission after accepting a
position in 1936 at the Technische Hochschule in Berlin, a position he held until his
death. In 1937, with Otto Zeiller, Geiger used the counter to measure a cosmic-ray
shower.

Walther Bothe (German, 1891–1957, photo on p. 1455) developed methods of detecting a variety
of di↵erent types of radiation, including alpha particles in 1927, cosmic rays in 1929, and neutrons
in 1930. For this work, he won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1954. Professor I. Waller, a member
of the Nobel Committee for Physics, described Bothe’s accomplishments [www.nobelprize.org/
prizes/physics/1954/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Walther Bothe, who shares this year’s Nobel Prize with Professor Born, began
his scientific activity as a theoretical physicist.

The work for which he has now been rewarded with the Nobel Prize was carried out
by him in Berlin actually as an experimental physicist. These labours were based on a
new use of counter tubes. A counter tube has the property of transmitting an electric
current when a charged particle, e.g. an electron, passes through it; and also, with
special contrivances, when a light particle collides with it. Bothe’s idea was to use two
counter tubes in such a manner that the two tubes would only register simultaneous
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collisions. Such coincidences can only come from two particles emitted in the same
elemental process, or from a particle which has travelled through both tubes at high
velocity so that the time it takes for the particle’s passing from one tube to the other
can be neglected.

Bothe used this coincidence method in 1925 and also with improved apparatus about
ten years later in order to decide whether the energy rule as well as its complement,
the so-called impulse rule, is valid for every collision between a light particle and an
electron—as Einstein and Compton assumed—or whether those rules are valid only on
average for a large number of collisions—as Bohr and his collaborators had inferred.
By investigating light particles and electrons by the coincidence method, Bothe and his
co-workers were able to show convincingly that the rules mentioned are valid for every
individual collision. This result was of great significance in principle. The coincidence
method has been widely used in the study of cosmic radiation and is one of the most
important experimental aids in the investigation of cosmic radiation. This method was
first used in this way by Bothe when he was working with Kolhörster who had already
given important contributions in the field of cosmic radiation. Bothe and Kolhörster
used the coincidence method to pick out those particles in the cosmic radiation which
had travelled through two counter tubes. The absorption of cosmic radiation into various
materials was determined by placing layers of these substances between the tubes and
studying the corresponding reduction in the number of coincidences. It was found that
these particles are absorbed at about the same extent as the total cosmic radiation.
From the experiments the particularly important result was obtained, that at sea level,
cosmic radiation consists in the main of particles of very high penetration.

Bothe and other researchers later improved the coincidence method and extended its
field of application. This method has now become one of the most important aids in the
study of both nuclear reactions and cosmic radiation.

By many other discoveries and penetrating investigations also, Bothe has enriched our
knowledge in these fields in very great measure and has provided an important stimulus
to other researchers.

For more information on the contributions of the German-speaking world to the detection and
analysis of cosmic rays, see p. 756.

8.2.2 Optical Detection of Radiation

German-speaking scientists also created the major optical methods of detecting radiation (Fig. 8.8).

As already described, Wilhelm Röntgen and Ludwig Zehnder developed X-ray photography in 1895
and 1896 (p. 1394).

Marietta Blau (Austrian, 1894–1970) demonstrated that photographic film could also be used to
make practical particle detectors during the period 1927–1937.

Hartmut Kallmann (German, 1896–1978) created organic scintillator particle detectors that emitted
light when radiation passed through them.

Karl Przibram (Austrian, 1878–1973) developed inorganic scintillator detectors with that same
property.
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Figure 8.7: Geiger-Müller radiation detectors were developed by Hans Geiger and Walther Müller.
Similar proportional and spark counter radiation detectors were developed by Heinrich Greinacher.
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Figure 8.8: Marietta Blau developed photographic film particle detectors, Hartmut Kallmann cre-
ated organic scintillator particle detectors, and Karl Przibram developed inorganic scintillator de-
tectors.
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8.2.3 Mössbauer Spectroscopy

Following the suggestions of Heinz Maier-Leibnitz (German, 1911–2000), during the period 1953–
1958 Rudolf Mössbauer (German, 1929–2011) developed recoilless nuclear resonance absorption,
which became known as the Mössbauer e↵ect or Mössbauer spectroscopy (Fig. 8.9). Mössbauer won
the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1961. Professor I. Waller of the Nobel Committee for Physics described
the significance of this work [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1961/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Rudolf Mössbauer’s investigations concern the emission and absorption of
gamma radiation by the atomic nuclei. This radiation is of the same kind as the light
and the radio waves. It is well known that incoming radio waves can be received only
if the receiver is tuned to the same frequency as the sender. Resonance is then taking
place. It has since long been tried to observe the corresponding phenomenon for nuclei,
where it is called “resonance absorption”. The method was to let gamma radiation from
some kind of nuclei act upon other nuclei of exactly the same kind. There is however
a certain di�culty connected with this experiment. The gamma radiation can be con-
sidered as made up of particles. When emitting a gamma particle the atom receives a
recoil whereby the energy and therefore also the frequency of the gamma radiation is
decreased. The same phenomenon occurs when the gamma particle is absorbed in the
receiving nucleus. The resonance will be completely destroyed if the frequency change
is not compensated for, as had been done already before Mössbauer’s work. Mössbauer
discovered experimentally and showed also theoretically that for atoms bound in a
solid, an appreciable part of the radiation can be emitted without frequency change
whereby the resonance absorption can be studied directly. This discovery was published
by Mössbauer in 1958. Because of the very small width of the gamma lines the reso-
nance is very sharp and can, as Mössbauer found, be influenced and finally inhibited by
the Doppler e↵ect if the source or the absorber for the gamma radiation is moved. The
velocities required depend upon the sharpness of the gamma line and can be as small
as some millimeters per hour.

Mössbauer’s discovery has been received with considerable interest. Research on the
Mössbauer e↵ect has been started at a great number of places. It has thereby been
possible to verify in the laboratory, fundamental consequences of Einstein’s theory of
relativity. Other important applications depend on the separation and displacement of
nuclear energy levels which occur in solids because of the influence of the surround-
ings. Many phenomena of this kind can in spite of their smallness be studied by the
Mössbauer e↵ect. It has been possible in this way to get most important information
on the properties of solids.

Mössbauer made his discovery when he investigated the resonance absorption on the
suggestion of Professor Maier-Leibnitz in München. He found then some unexpected
results which he investigated systematically and was thereby led to his discovery. [...]

Professor Mössbauer. While doing research for your doctor’s thesis you have discovered
an unexpected e↵ect which now bears your name. You have explained this e↵ect ex-
perimentally and theoretically, and thereby created a device which is of fundamental
importance in numerous realms of physics, and which is nowadays being investigated
and put to use in a large number of physical laboratories. By your discovery it has be-
come possible to examine precisely, numerous important phenomena formerly beyond
or at the limit of attainable accuracy of measurement.
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Figure 8.9: Following the suggestions of Heinz Maier-Leibnitz, Rudolf Mössbauer developed recoil-
less nuclear resonance absorption, or Mössbauer spectroscopy.
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8.3 Particle Accelerators and Ion Traps

Both particle accelerators and ion traps are important scientific tools for studying the fundamental
physical properties of ions and other particles under di↵erent conditions:

Particle accelerators (Section 8.3.1) are designed to increase the kinetic energy of par-
ticles as much as possible.

Ion traps (Section 8.3.2) are intended to reduce the energy of particles as much as
possible, in order to hold them relatively still for measurements.

8.3.1 Particle Accelerators

Although it is not widely known, German-speaking scientists invented particle accelerators in the
1920s and did an enormous amount of work before, during, and after World War II to develop them
for various applications [Dippel 1992; Waloschek 2004, 2007, 2012; Burghard Weiss 1996].

Rolf Wideröe (Norwegian but studied and worked in Germany, 1902–1996) designed the first particle
accelerators in 1923 and spent decades developing and building particle accelerators. See Fig. 8.10.

Max Steenbeck (German, 1904–1981, Fig. 8.11) began developing particle accelerators in 1927 and
invented the first practical betatron (circular particle accelerator for electrons) in 1935.

Many other German-speaking scientists also developed and tested particle accelerators, including:

Manfred von Ardenne (German, 1907–1997)

Otto Baier (German?, 19??–19??)

Walther Bothe (German, 1891–1957)

Walter Dällenbach (Swiss, 1892–1990)

K. Fink (German?, 19??–19??)

Siegfried Flügge (German, 1912–1997)

Richard Gans (German, 1880–1954)

Rudolf Kollath (German, 1900–1978)

Helmuth Kulenkamp↵ (German, 1895–1971)

H. Lange (German?, 19??–19??)

H. Salow (German?, 19??–19??)

Ernst Schiebold (German, 1894–1963)

Heinz Schmellenmeier (German, 1909–1994)

W. Schmitz (German?, 19??–19??)

Gerhard Schumann (German, 1911–19??)

Bruno Touschek (Austrian, 1921–1978)

A. Weckesser (German?, 19??–19??)

W. Wiebe (German?, 19??–19??)
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In the German-speaking world, work on particle accelerators focused on at least four di↵erent but
overlapping areas:

• Developing particle accelerator technology itself, including reaching higher and higher energies
and numbers of particles in the beam.

• Using particle accelerators to answer fundamental questions in nuclear physics and other
aspects of physics.

• Electronuclear breeding of weapons-grade fission fuel, and other applications relevant to devel-
oping nuclear weapons and nuclear reactors (see pp. 3010–3033, 3302–3308, and 3601–3602).

• Directed energy weapons (Section C.1). Many di↵erent versions of such weapons were under
development during the war; they would have fired a beam of high-energy electrons and/or
ions, or in some cases they would have harnessed the energy from those charged particles
to produce an intense beam of X-rays, a burst of high-energy neutrons, or other forms of
radiation. If some of the reports available in archives are correct, at least some of these
weapons apparently reached the stage of successful tests against laboratory animals or solid
targets.

In the 1930s, the U.S. physicists Ernest Lawrence and Donald Kerst discovered the early accelerator
designs and writings of Rolf Wideröe and Max Steenbeck, copied them, and attained far greater
fame than Wideröe and Steenbeck as the “inventors” of particle accelerators.

By the end of World War II, a number of advanced particle accelerators of various types had been
built in the German-speaking world. The accelerators were seized and closely studied by di↵erent
Allied countries after the war.

For more information on particle accelerators, see Section C.1 and pp. 3010–3033, 3302–3308, and
3601–3602. Much more archival research should be conducted to unearth new information on the
development of particle accelerators in the German-speaking world, in order to determine exactly
how far it progressed and how much it influenced programs in other countries.
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Figure 8.10: Rolf Wideröe designed the first particle accelerators in 1923 and spent decades devel-
oping and building particle accelerators.
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Figure 8.11: Max Steenbeck began developing particle accelerators in 1927 and invented the betatron
for accelerating electrons.
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8.3.2 Ion Traps

As shown in Fig. 8.12, Frans Penning (Dutch, 1894–1953), Wolfgang Paul (German, 1913–1993,
not to be confused with the theoretical physicist Wolfgang Pauli), and Hans Dehmelt (German,
1922–2017) developed electromagnetic mass spectrometers and electromagnetic ion traps (Pen-
ning traps) to confine small numbers of ions of di↵erent elements for direct measurements. For
that work, Paul and Dehmelt won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1989. Professor Ingvar Lind-
gren of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences explained the importance of their innovations
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1989/ceremony-speech/]:

An atom has certain fixed energy levels, and transition between these levels can take
place by means of emission or absorption of electromagnetic radiation, such as light.
Transition between closely spaced levels can be induced by means of radio-frequency
radiation, and this forms the basis for so-called resonance methods. The first method of
this kind was introduced by Professor I. Rabi in 1937, and the same basic idea underlies
the resonance methods developed later, such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
electron-spin resonance (ESR) and optical pumping. [...]

The dream of the spectroscopist is to be able to study a single atom or ion under
constant conditions for a long period of time. In recent years, this dream has to a large
extent been realized. The basic tool is here the ion trap, which was introduced in the
1950s by another of this year’s laureates, Wolfgang Paul in Bonn. His technique was
further refined by the third laureate, Hans Dehmelt, and his co-workers in Seattle into
what is now known as ion-trap spectroscopy.

Dehmelt and his associates used this spectroscopy primarily for studying electrons, and
in 1973 they succeeded for the first time in observing a single electron in an ion trap, and
in confining it there for weeks and months. One property of the electron, its magnetic
moment, was measured to 12 digits, 11 of which have later been verified theoretically.
This represents a most stringent test of the atomic theory known as quantum electro-
dynamics (QED).

In a similar way, Dehmelt and others were later able to trap and study a single ion,
which represents a true landmark in the history of spectroscopy. The technique is now
being used in development of improved atomic clocks, in particular at the National
Institute for Standards and Technology (formerly the National Bureau of Standards) in
Boulder, Colorado.
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Figure 8.12: Frans Penning, Wolfgang Paul, and Hans Dehmelt developed electromagnetic mass
spectrometers and electromagnetic ion traps.
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8.4 Models of the Atomic Nucleus

Scientists from the German-speaking world were directly responsible for developing detailed math-
ematical models of the atomic nucleus, which were necessary for predicting various types of ra-
dioactive decays and nuclear reactions [Karen Johnson 2004; Shaviv 2012]. See Figs. 8.13–8.16.

For simplicity, these nuclear models may be divided into two broad categories:

The liquid drop model (Section 8.4.1) essentially treats the nucleus like a continuous
drop of liquid rather than a collection of individual particles, although it does incorpo-
rate quantum corrections for interactions between the individual particles.

The shell model (Section 8.4.2) refines the liquid drop model by also considering the
di↵erent energy levels or shells that particles within the nucleus can occupy, and the
maximum allowable numbers of particles per shell.

8.4.1 Liquid Drop Model

Serious study of the internal structure of the nucleus arguably began in 1913, when Kasimir Fa-
jans (Polish, 1887–1975) first worked out the radioactive displacement law of how alpha and beta
radioactive decay transform one element into another.

In 1935, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker (German, 1912–2007) published a remarkably comprehensive
and detailed mathematical model of the structure and energy levels of the nucleus (Figs. 8.15–8.16).
It is still widely used today to accurately predict nuclear decays and reactions, and is known as
the von Weizsäcker semi-empirical mass formula. Hans Bethe (German, 1906–2005) modified and
utilized von Weizsäcker’s formula in his own research. George Stetter (Austrian, 1895–1988) also
conducted very early and very meticulous comparisons of theoretical and experimental results of
nuclear energy levels and masses (Fig. 8.15).

George Gamow (Russian but educated and worked in Germany, lived 1904–1968) applied quantum
physics to nuclear models in order to explain the rates of alpha decay [Gamow 1932].

Victor Weisskopf (Austrian, 1908–2002) and John (Johann) M. Blatt (Austrian, 1921–1990) pro-
duced what was at the time (and arguably remains, apart from coverage of the shell model) the
most comprehensive theoretical compilation of information on nuclear structure [Blatt and Weis-
skopf 1952].
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Figure 8.13: Mathematical models of nuclear structure and decays were developed or improved
by Hans Bethe, John (Johann) Blatt, Walter Elsasser, Kasimir Fajans, George Gamow, Victor
Goldschmidt, K. M. Guggenheimer, Otto Haxel, and Werner Heisenberg.
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Figure 8.14: Mathematical models of nuclear structure and decays were also developed or improved
by Johannes Hans Jensen, Maria Goeppert Mayer, Lise Meitner, Georg Stetter, Hans Suess, Victor
Weisskopf, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, and Eugene Wigner.
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Figure 8.15: Just a few examples of seminal works on nuclear models by German-speaking scientists.
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Figure 8.16: Nuclear binding energies in millions of electron-volts (MeV) as given by the von
Weizsäcker semi-empirical mass formula with shell model corrections, for nuclei with Z protons, N
neutrons, and A = Z +N nucleons.
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8.4.2 Shell Model

The most puzzling detail of nuclear models was working out the shell model of the “magic num-
bers” of protons and neutrons that are required to fill di↵erent energy levels or shells within the
nucleus. Victor Goldschmidt (Swiss, 1888–1947), Walter Elsasser (German, 1904–1991), and Kurt
M. Guggenheimer (German, 19??–19??) made very insightful proposals in the 1930s that partially
explained the shell model’s magic numbers. (Elsasser was a brilliant polymath who, among other
insights, also developed the dynamo model that explains how the Earth’s magnetic field is gen-
erated by the Earth’s core—see p. 696 [Rubin 1995].) The final details of the shell model were
worked out in the 1940s by Otto Haxel (German, 1909–1998), Johannes Hans Jensen (German,
1907–1973), Maria Goeppert Mayer (German, 1906–1972), Hans Suess (Austrian, 1909–1993), and
Eugene Wigner (Hungarian, 1902–1995).

Johannes Hans Jensen, Maria Goeppert Mayer, and Eugene Wigner won the 1963 Nobel Prize in
Physics for their contributions to nuclear models. Professor I. Waller of the Nobel Committee for
Physics gave an overview of their contributions, as well as those of Walter Elsasser, Otto Haxel,
and Hans Suess [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1963/ceremony-speech/]:

In order to be able to calculate the motion of the nucleons it was, however, necessary
to know also the forces which act between them. A very important step in the inves-
tigation of these forces was taken by Wigner in 1933 when he found, deducing from
some experiments, that the force between two nucleons is very weak except when their
distance apart is very small but that the force is then a million times stronger than the
electric forces between the electrons in the outer part of the atoms. Wigner discovered
later other important properties of the nuclear forces.

Notwithstanding the e↵orts of many physicists our knowledge of the nuclear forces is yet
rather incomplete. It was therefore fundamentally important that Wigner could show
that most essential properties of the nuclei follow from generally valid symmetries of
the laws of motion. Earlier Wigner had performed pioneering work by studying such
symmetries in the laws of motion for the electrons and had made important discoveries
by investigating e.g. those symmetries which express the fact that the laws mentioned
make no di↵erence between left and right and that backward in time according to them
is equivalent to forward in time. These investigations were extended by Wigner to the
atomic nuclei at the end of the 1930’s and he explored then also the newly discovered
symmetry property of the force between two nucleons to be the same whether either of
the nucleons is a proton or a neutron. This work by Wigner and his other investigations
of the symmetry principles in physics are important far beyond nuclear physics proper.
His methods and results have become an indispensable guide for the interpretation of
the rich and complicated picture which has emerged from recent years’ experimental
research on elementary particles. [...]

Wigner has made many other important contributions to nuclear physics. He has given a
general theory of nuclear reactions and has made decisive contributions to the practical
use of nuclear energy. He has, often in collaboration with younger scientists, broken new
paths in many other domains of physics.
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It was found during the 1920’s and in particular during the 1930’s that the protons
and the neutrons each form particularly stable systems in an atomic nucleus when the
numbers of either kind of nucleons is one of the so-called magic numbers 2, 8, 20, 28,
50, 82 and 126. Several physicists, in particular Elsasser, tried to interpret the magic
numbers in analogy to Niels Bohr’s successful explanation of the periodic system of the
elements. It was then assumed that the nucleons move in orbits in a common field of
force and that these orbits are arranged in so-called shells which are energetically well
separated. The magic numbers should correspond to complete shells. This interpretation
was successful for light nuclei. It was, however, not possible to explain more than the
three first magic numbers and for many years another model dominated.

A paper published by Goeppert Mayer in 1948 marked the beginning of a new era in the
appreciation of the shell model. For the first time convincing evidence was there given
for the existence of the higher magic numbers and it was stressed that the experiments
support the existence of closed shells very strongly.

Somewhat later Goeppert Mayer and independently Haxel, Jensen and Suess published
the new idea, which was needed for the explanation of the higher magic numbers. The
idea was that a nucleon should have di↵erent energies when it “spins” in the same or
opposite sense as it revolves around the nucleus.

Goeppert Mayer and Jensen collaborated later on the development of the shell model.
They published together a book, where they applied the model to the extensive exper-
imental material on atomic nuclei. They gave convincing evidence for the great impor-
tance of the shell model in systematizing this material and predicting new phenomena
concerning the ground state and the low excited states of the nuclei. The general meth-
ods introduced by Wigner have been most important for the applications of the shell
model. It has also been possible to give a deeper justification of the shell model. Its
fundamental importance has thereby been further confirmed.
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8.5 Nuclear Fission Reactions

Fission is the separation of a large (parent) nucleus into two smaller nuclei, and it can be either
spontaneous (essentially a form of radioactive decay) or induced by neutron absorption. In addition
to the two smaller nuclei, fission also generally produces a few loose neutrons and a large amount of
energy. If the loose neutrons from one fission reaction are absorbed by other nuclei and cause them
to fission as well, leading to the release of still more fission-inducing neutrons, a chain reaction can
occur. Because a chain reaction can cause many nuclei to undergo fission and release their energy
within a short period of time, it can be used to create everything from controlled fission power
reactors to uncontrolled fission explosives.

In 1934, fission reactions were first theoretically predicted by Ida Tacke Noddack (German, 1896–
1978), who together with her husband Walter Noddack (German, 1893–1960) had previously dis-
covered the elements rhenium and technetium (p. 412). See Figs. 8.17–8.18. In the following quote
from her often-overlooked but astonishing paper, Ida Noddack correctly predicted both neutron-
induced fission of uranium and neutron capture/beta decay in uranium to produce element 93 (later
named neptunium), which would beta decay to element 94 (later named plutonium) that could be
easily chemically separated from the remaining parent uranium [Noddack 1934]:

Man kann ebensogut annehmen, daß bei
dieser neuartigen Kernzertrümmerung
durch Neutronen erheblich andere “Kern-
reaktionen” stattfinden, als man sie bisher
bei der Einwirkung von Protonen- und
↵-Strahlen auf Atomkerne beobachtet hat.
Bei den letztgenannten Bestrahlungen
findet man nur Kernumwandlungen unter
Abgabe von Elektronen, Protonen und
Heliumkernen, wodurch sich bei schweren
Elementen die Masse der bestrahlten
Atomkerne nur wenig ändert, da nahe
benachbarte Elemente entstehen. Es wäre
denkbar, daß bei der Beschießung schw-
erer Kerne mit Neutronen diese Kerne in
mehrere größere Bruchstücke zerfallen, die
zwar Isotope bekannter Elemente, aber
nicht Nachbarn der bestrahlten Elemente
sind.

[...] aus dem �-strahlenden Element 93
das Element 94 entstehen müßte. Dieses
Element sollte man verhältnismäßig leicht
chemisch von 93 trennen können.

One could assume equally well that when
neutrons are used to produce nuclear
disintegrations, some distinctly new nu-
clear reactions take place which have not
been observed previously with proton or
alpha-particle bombardment of atomic
nuclei. In the past one has found that
transmutations of nuclei only take place
with the emission of electrons, protons, or
helium nuclei, so that the heavy elements
change their mass only a small amount to
produce near neighboring elements. When
heavy nuclei are bombarded by neutrons,
it is conceivable that the nucleus breaks up
into several large fragments, which would
of course be isotopes of known elements but
would not be neighbors of the irradiated
element.

[...] Beta decay of element 93 must
produce element 94. It should be relatively
easy to separate this element chemically
from element 93.
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At the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry in Berlin-Dahlem, Otto Hahn (German, 1879–1968)
and Fritz Strassmann (German, 1902–1980) experimentally demonstrated neutron-induced fission
of uranium into lighter elements in 1938 (Fig. 8.18), and published their results in January 1939
[Hahn and Strassmann 1939]:

[...] Bei der energetisch nicht leicht zu
verstehenden Bildung von Radiumisotopen
aus Uran beim Beschießen mit langsamen
Neutronen war eine besonders gründliche
Bestimmung des chemischen Charakters
der neu entstehenden künstlichen Radioele-
mente unerläßlich. Durch die Abtrennung
einzelner analytischer Gruppen von Ele-
menten aus der Lösung des bestrahlten
Urans wurde außer der großen Gruppe
der Transurane eine Aktivität stets bei
den Erdalkalien (Trägersubstanz Ba), den
seltenen Erden (Trägersubstanz La) und
bei Elementen der vierten Gruppe des
Periodischen Systems (Trägersubstanz
Zr) gefunden. Eingehender untersucht
wurden zunächst die Bariumfällungen,
die o↵ensichtlich die Anfangsglieder der
beobachteten isomeren Reihen enthielten.
Es soll gezeigt werden, daß Transurane,
Uran, Protactinium, Thorium und Ac-
tinium sich stets leicht und vollständig
von der mit Barium ausfallenden Aktivität
trennen lassen. [...]

[...] Since it is not easy to understand from
energy considerations how radium isotopes
can be produced when uranium is bom-
barded with slow neutrons, a very care-
ful determination of the chemical properties
of the new artificially made radioelements
was necessary. Various analytic groups of
elements were separated from a solution
containing the irradiated uranium. Besides
the large group of transuranic elements,
some radioactivity was always found in the
alkaline-earth group (barium carrier), the
rare-earth group (lanthanum carrier), and
also with elements in group IV of the peri-
odic table (zirconium carrier). The barium
precipitate was the first to be investigated
more thoroughly, since it apparently con-
tains the parent isotopes of the observed
isomeric series. The goal was to show that
the transuranic elements, and also uranium,
protactinium, thorium, and actinium could
always be separated easily and completely
from the activity which precipitates with
barium. [...]

The fission reaction results of Hahn and Strassmann were further analyzed in 1939 by Lise Meitner
(Austrian, 1878–1968, Fig. 8.18) and her nephew Otto Frisch (Austrian, 1904–1979, photo on p.
1437). The news of fission reactions provoked strong scientific and political responses around the
world, immediately launched major nuclear programs in Germany, the United States, and the
United Kingdom, aroused interest that eventually gave rise to serious nuclear programs in many
other countries, and of course made possible everything from fission reactors to fission bombs.

For his research on fission, Otto Hahn won the 1944 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, which was de-
layed by the war as well as his postwar internment at Farm Hall in the United Kingdom (p.
3445). In awarding the Prize, Professor A. Westgren of the Nobel Committee in Chemistry noted
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1944/ceremony-speech/]:

In collaboration with Lise Meitner, with whom he has worked for nearly thirty years,
Hahn studied from 1936 to 1938 the products obtained by projecting neutrons on to the
heaviest elements, thorium and uranium. [...] But towards the end of 1938, Hahn, in an
investigation carried out with one of his young colleagues, F. Strassmann, found that
one of the products formed through the reaction of uranium with neutrons and which
had been assumed to be a kind of radium, behaved chemically in fact like barium. In
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January 1939 Hahn announced this discovery and expressed in very discreet terms the
daring opinion that on being allied with neutrons, the atoms of the heaviest elements
could split in half as it were and produce elements belonging to the middle of the
Periodic Table of the elements. [...]

Hahn’s discovery caused great surprise and evoked lively interest among the world’s
scientists. It was immediately made the object of important theoretical investigations
by Lise Meitner and Frisch, who based their study on the theory of the structure of
atomic nuclei developed by Bohr. [...]

Without equal in the art of the chemical identification of radioactive elements in minute
quantities, Hahn, together with his colleagues, paved the way for the chemical research
which had to be carried out on the numerous products of the splitting of heavy atomic
nuclei. [...]

The discovery of nuclear fission is very momentous and indeed dangerous, but even
more, it is full of promise. [...]

Hahn’s work has been inspired throughout by an invincible desire to solve the problems
which he has encountered.

For much more information on the history of nuclear fission research in the German-speaking world,
see Appendix D.
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Figure 8.17: The fission reaction rate depends on the potential energy peak or fission barrier that one
nucleus must pass through in order to become two separate nuclei. The parent nucleus undergoing
fission has Z protons, N neutrons, and A = Z +N nucleons.
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Figure 8.18: In 1934, Ida Tacke Noddack accurately predicted both the neutron-induced fission of
uranium and the production of a new fissile element 94 (later named plutonium) via neutron capture
in uranium. Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann demonstrated uranium fission reactions in their 1938
experiment, and then Lise Meitner and her nephew Otto Frisch provided further theoretical analysis.
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8.6 Nuclear Fusion Reactions

In fusion, two small nuclei join together to form a larger nucleus, generally releasing a large amount
of energy in the process. Forcing small nuclei together even though they are positively charged
and repel each other typically requires enormous thermal energies (temperatures) and pressures.
If fusion fuel is so dense and so well confined that the energy released by one fusion reaction is
trapped within the fuel and triggers additional fusion reactions, a chain reaction of fusion reactions
can occur (analogous to the chain reaction of fission reactions). Stars and hydrogen bombs are both
su�ciently large and dense to trap the fusion energy and sustain a fusion chain reaction. To date
it has not been possible to create a practical fusion reactor, though, since too much of the fusion
energy escapes from any system that is smaller (and less destructive) than a hydrogen bomb.

Fusion reactions such as those that power the sun and other stars were proposed and theoretically
analyzed by Fritz Houtermans (German, 1903–1966) and his student Robert Atkinson (British but
studied in Germany, 1898–1982) in 1928, and published in 1929 (Figs. 8.19–8.20). The abstract from
that paper demonstrates the remarkable and very early insight that Houtermans and Atkinson had
[Atkinson and Houtermans 1929a]:

Die quantenmechanische Wahrschein-
lichkeit dafür, daß ein Proton in einen
Atomkern eindringt, wird nach der Meth-
ode von Gamow berechnet. Dabei zeigt
sich, daß unter den Temperatur- und
Dichteverhältnissen im Innern der Sterne
die Eindringung von Protonen, nicht aber
von ↵-Teilchen, in leichtere Elemente
genügend häufig vorkommt, um dort einen
Aufbau dieser Elemente wahrscheinlich
erscheinen zu lassen. Daraus ergibt sieh
die Möglichkeit, die Energieentwicklung
der Sterne auss den Massendefekten der
Elemente zu erklären, wobei die Annahme
von Sechserstößen für den He-Aufbau ver-
mieden wird. Hieran schließen sich einige
weitere hypothetische Betrachtungen über
den Aufbau der schwereren Elemente.

The quantum-mechanical probability of a
proton penetrating into an atomic nucleus is
calculated by Gamow’s method. It is found
that for the temperature and density values
in the interior of the stars, the penetration
of protons, but not of alpha particles, into
lighter elements is su�ciently frequent to
make a fusion of these elements probable.
This gives us the possibility of explaining
the energy production of the stars by the
mass defects of the elements, avoiding the
assumption of six steps for the production
of helium. This is followed by a few other hy-
pothetical considerations on the structure of
the heavier elements.

The detailed theory of fusion reactions was refined during the period 1937–1939 by Carl Friedrich
von Weizsäcker and Hans Bethe (German, 1906–2005). For that work, Bethe won a Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1967. In the award ceremony speech for Bethe, Professor O. Klein of the Swedish
Academy of Sciences explained [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1967/ceremony-speech/]:

[...] At that time it was already apparent that Bethe belonged to the small group of
young theoretical physicists who through skill and knowledge were particularly qualified
for tackling the many theoretical problems turning up in close connection with the
rapidly appearing experimental discoveries. The centre of these problems was to find
the properties of the force that keeps the protons and neutrons together in the nucleus,
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the counterpart of the electric force which binds the atomic electrons to the nucleus.
Bethe’s contributions to the solution of these problems have been numerous and are
still continuing. They put him clearly in the first row among the workers in this field
– as in several other fields. Moreover, about the middle of the thirties he wrote, partly
alone, partly together with some colleagues, what nuclear physicists at the time used to
call the Bethe bible, a penetrating review of about all that was known of atomic nuclei,
experimental as well as theoretical.

This extensive and profound knowledge of his regarding atomic nuclei together with
a rare gift of rapidly grasping the essence of a physical problem and finding ways of
solving it explains that Bethe could so swiftly do the work awarded by the Nobel Prize.
He started his work after a conference taking place in Washington in March 1938 and
the paper containing a thorough description of it was delivered for print at the beginning
of September the same year. During that conference and afterwards he seems also to
have acquired the necessary astrophysical knowledge. [...]

[...] If it were not for the quantum-mechanical tunnel e↵ect studied very closely in this
connection by Gamow – who must be considered the main forerunner of Bethe with
respect to the application of nuclear physics to astronomy – even the velocities of the
protons at the high temperature of the sun would not be able to produce any such
processes. But through this e↵ect the required slow reactions do occur. [...]

A very important part of his work resulted in eliminating a great number of thinkable
nuclear processes under the conditions at the centre of the sun, after which only two
possible processes remained. The simplest of them begins with two protons colliding
and forming a nucleus of heavy hydrogen, the surplus of electric charge vanishing in the
form of a positive electron. After capturing a few more protons the result of the process
is the formation of a helium nucleus from four protons. Thereby the energy release from
a given weight of hydrogen is nearly 20 million times greater than that produced by
burning the same weight of carbon into carbon dioxide. The second process is more
complicated. It requires the presence of carbon which, however, will practically not be
consumed but acts as a catalyst, the result being the same as in the former process.
It should be mentioned that the first process had been proposed a few years earlier by
Atkinson and later discussed by von Weizsacker, who also considered the second process
independently of and at about the same time as Bethe. [...]

For much more information on the history of nuclear fusion research in the German-speaking world,
see Section D.2.4.
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Figure 8.19: The fusion reaction rate is expressed in terms of the reaction cross section formula,
which contains four di↵erent factors that describe di↵erent physical e↵ects.
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Figure 8.20: Friedrich “Fritz” Houtermans and his student Robert Atkinson described and calcu-
lated nuclear fusion reactions in stars in 1928–1929. Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker and Hans Bethe
refined those calculations 1937–1939.
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8.7 Nuclear Engineering in the United States and United King-
dom

A large number of scientists who were trained in the German-speaking research world moved tem-
porarily or permanently to the United States and/or United Kingdom and made vital contribu-
tions to those countries’ nuclear programs both during and after World War II.5 Some examples of
German-speaking and German-educated scientists who played critical roles in the U.S./U.K. nu-
clear programs are listed in Table 8.1 and shown in Figs. 8.21–8.27. The table and figures also list
a few other scientists who were very closely coupled into the German research system during their
careers, such as Niels Bohr, a Dane, and Enrico Fermi, an Italian. Note that even the American-
born J. Robert Oppenheimer, who was the scientific director of the wartime nuclear program, the
Manhattan Project, had a German father and second-generation German-American mother, was
raised speaking German, repeatedly visited family in Germany during his childhood, and received
his Ph.D. in Germany under Max Born at Göttingen University.

The U.S. nuclear program was initiated by a 2 August 1939 letter to Franklin Roosevelt from two
refugees from the German-speaking scientific world, Albert Einstein (who signed the letter) and
Leo Szilard (who helped write the letter) [www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/Begin/Einstein.shtml and
Fig. 8.21]:

.
. Albert Einstein
. Old Grove Rd.
. Nassau Point
. Peconic, Long Island

. August 2nd, 1939

F.D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States,
White House
Washington, D.C.

Sir:

Some recent work by E. Fermi and L. Szilard, which has been communicated to
me in manuscript, leads me to expect that the element uranium may be turned into
a new and important source of energy in the immediate future. Certain aspects of the
situation which has arisen seem to call for watchfulness and, if necessary, quick action
on the part of the Administration. I believe therefore that it is my duty to bring to your
attention the following facts and recommendations:

In the course of the last four months it has been made probable—through the work
of Joliot in France as well as Fermi and Szilard in America—that it may become possible

5 Bethe 1991, 1997; Bird and Sherwin 2005; Blatt and Weisskopf 1952; Brown and Lee 2006; Coster-Mullen 2012;
Ford 2015; Groves 1962; Chuck Hansen 1988, 2007; István Hargittai 2006, 2010; Hawkins et al. 1983; Hoddeson et al.
1993; Jungk 1958; Kelly 2007; Lanouette and Silard 1992; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Nachmansohn 1979; Reed 2015,
2019; Rhodes 1986, 1995; Schweber 2012; Serber 1992; Smyth 1945; Sublette 2019; Szanton 1992; Teller 1979; Teller
and Shoolery 2001; Teller et al. 1968; Ulam 1991; Weart and Szilard 1978; Weinberg and Wigner 1958; Weisskopf
1972, 1989; Wigner 1967.
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to set up a nuclear chain reaction in a large mass of uranium, by which vast amounts
of power and large quantities of new radium-like elements would be generated. Now it
appears almost certain that this could be achieved in the immediate future.

This new phenomenon would also lead to the construction of bombs, and it is
conceivable—though much less certain—that extremely powerful bombs of a new type
may thus be constructed. A single bomb of this type, carried by boat and exploded in
a port, might very well destroy the whole port together with some of the surrounding
territory. However, such bombs might very well prove too heavy for transportation by
air.

The United States has only very poor ores of uranium in moderate quantities. There
is some good ore in Canada and the former Czechoslovakia, while the most important
source of uranium is Belgian Congo.

In view of this situation you may think it desirable to have some permanent contact
maintained between the Administration and the group of physicists working on chain
reactions in America. One possible way of achieving this might be for you to entrust
with this task a person who has your confidence and who could perhaps serve in an
uno�cial capacity. His task might comprise the following:

a) to approach Government Departments, keep them informed of the further devel-
opment, and put forward recommendations for Government action, giving particular
attention to the problem of securing a supply of uranium ore for the United States;

b) to speed up the experimental work, which is at present being carried on within
the limits of the budgets of University laboratories, by providing funds, if such funds
be required, through his contacts with private persons who are willing to make con-
tributions for this cause, and perhaps also by obtaining the co-operation of industrial
laboratories which have the necessary equipment.

I understand that Germany has actually stopped the sale of uranium from the
Czechoslovakian mines which she has taken over. That she should have taken such
early action might perhaps be understood on the ground that the son of the German
Under-Secretary of State, von Weizsäcker, is attached to the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut in
Berlin where some of the American work on uranium is now being repeated.

Yours very truly,

Albert Einstein

Einstein’s letter prompted Franklin Roosevelt to authorize the initiation of what would become
the Manhattan Project, and of course Einstein’s famous equation E = mc

2 was the foundation
for how a tiny fraction of the mass of fission fuel could be converted into an enormous (and
potentially enormously destructive) amount of energy. In March 1940, Einstein and Szilard wrote
a second letter to Roosevelt that successfully persuaded him to accelerate the nuclear program.
Later, Einstein carried out calculations to help the United States use gaseous di↵usion to enrich
uranium (concentrate the fissionable U-235 isotope of uranium). Separately, he worked with the
U.S. Navy on various military projects. Nonetheless, U.S. government o�cials such as J. Edgar
Hoover distrusted Einstein’s longtime inclination toward pacifism and excluded him from the o�cial
Manhattan Project [Isaacson 2007, pp. 469–486].
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Figure 8.21: The U.S. nuclear program was initiated by a 2 August 1939 letter to Franklin Roosevelt
from two refugees from the German-speaking scientific world, Albert Einstein (who signed the letter)
and Leo Szilard (who helped write the letter).
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Name Born Lived German world Scientific contributions

Hans Bethe German 1906–2005 Education, work Fission-/H-bomb theory
Felix Bloch Swiss 1905–1983 Education, work Fission reactions
Niels Bohr Danish 1885–1962 Work Neutron initiator
Gregory Breit Russian 1899–1981 Work Bomb design
Egon Bretscher Swiss 1901–1973 Education, work Plutonium, H bomb
Rudolf Brill German 1899–1989 Education, work Nuclear chemistry
Adolf Busemann German 1901–1986 Education, work Shock waves
Frederic de Ho↵mann German 1924–1989 Education H bomb, reactors
Martin Deutsch Austrian 1917–2002 Family, education Fission measurements
Rudolf Edse German 1913–1998 Education, work Nuclear chemistry
Albert Einstein German 1879–1955 Education, work Letters to FDR, gaseous di↵usion
Gerhard Falck (?) German 19??–19?? Education, work Uranium?
Enrico Fermi Italian 1901–1954 Work Reactors, H bomb
Rudolf Fleischmann German 1903–2002 Education, work Isotope separation
Siegfried Flügge German 1912–1997 Education, work Many aspects of fission and H-bombs
James Franck German 1882–1964 Education, work Plutonium
Herbert Freundlich German 1880–1941 Education, work MAUD Committee
Otto Frisch Austrian 1904–1979 Education, work Critical mass
Klaus Fuchs German 1911–1988 Education Implosion, H bomb
George Gamow Russian 1904–1968 Education, work H bomb
Gertrude Goldhaber German 1911–1998 Education Spontaneous fission
Maurice Goldhaber Austrian 1911–2011 Education Neutron moderation/reactions
Samuel Goudsmit Dutch 1902–1978 Education, work Investigation of German program
Wilhelm Groth German 1904–1977 Education, work Centrifuges, H-bomb
Dieter Gruen German 1922– Family, education U enrichment, fission reactors
Gottfried Guderley German 1910–1997 Education, work Shock waves
Eugene Guth Hungarian 1905–1990 Education, work Nuclear physics, Oak Ridge, polymers
Hans von Halban German 1908–1964 Education, work Reactors
Paul Harteck Austrian 1902–1985 Education, work Many aspects of fission and H-bombs
Richard Herzog Austrian 1911–1999 Education, work Isotope separation
Lilli (Schwenk) Hornig Czech 1921–2017 Family, education Plutonium, explosive lenses
Johannes Hans Jensen German 1907–1973 Education, work Nuclear theory, isotope separation
Willibald Jentschke Austrian 1911–2002 Education, work Many aspects of fission and H-bombs
Ulrich Jetter German 1914–?? Education, work H-bombs
Hartmut Kallmann German 1896–1978 Education, work Fission, fusion, radiation detectors
Hans Kammler German 1901–?? Education, work Bomb designs/components

Table 8.1: Examples of German-speaking creators (and some scientists who were very strongly
coupled to the German-speaking world) who contributed to the wartime and postwar U.S./U.K.
nuclear programs, their nationality by birth, the years they lived, their background in the German-
speaking world, and their major contributions to the U.S./U.K. programs.
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Name Born Lived German world Scientific contributions

Nicholas Kemmer Russian 1911–1998 Education, work Plutonium
George Kistiakowsky Russian 1900–1982 Education Implosion
Stanley Kronenberg Polish 1927–2000 Education Nuclear bomb tests
Heinrich Gerhard Kuhn German 1904–1994 Education, work Gaseous di↵usion
Nicholas Kurti Hungarian 1908–1998 Education, work Gaseous di↵usion
Heinz London German 1907–1970 Education, work MAUD Committee
Heinz Maier-Leibnitz German 1911–2000 Education, work Fission reactors
Werner Maurer German 19??–19?? Education, work Fission reactors
Maria Goeppert Mayer German 1906–1972 Education U enrichment, H bomb
Kurt Mendelssohn German 1906–1980 Education, work MAUD Committee
Hans Mohaupt Swiss 1915–2001 Education, work Shaped charges
John von Neumann Hungarian 1903–1957 Education, work Implosion, H bomb
Klara Dan von Neumann Hungarian 1911–1963 Education, work Computation
Lothar Nordheim German 1899–1985 Education, work Reactors, plutonium
J. Robert Oppenheimer American 1904–1967 Family, education Director
Friedrich Paneth Austrian 1887–1958 Education, work Nuclear chemistry
Wolfgang Panofsky German 1919–2007 Family, education Shockwaves
Rudolf Peierls German 1907–1995 Education Bomb design
George Placzek Czech 1905–1955 Education, work Reactors, bomb theory
I. I. Rabi Austrian 1898–1988 Work Bomb theory
Eugene Rabinowitch Russian 1901–1973 Education, work Reactors
Joseph Rotblat Polish 1908–2005 Education Radiation
Heinz Schlicke (?) German 1912–2006 Education, work Detonators?
Emilio Segrè Italian 1905–1989 Education Fission measurements
Franz Simon German 1893–1956 Education, work U enrichment
Kurt Starke German 1911–2000 Education, work Enrichment, breeding, extraction
Ernst Stuhlinger German 1913–2008 Education, work Reactors, particle accelerators
Hans Suess Austrian 1909–1993 Education, work Nuclear theory, D2O, enrichment
Leo Szilard Hungarian 1898–1964 Education, work Reactors
Edward Teller Hungarian 1908–2003 Education, work H bomb
Stanislaw Ulam Polish 1909–1984 Education Implosion, H bomb
Victor Weisskopf Austrian 1908–2002 Education, work Fission bomb theory
Eugene Wigner Hungarian 1902–1995 Education, work Reactors, plutonium
Friedwardt Winterberg German 1929– Education, work Many aspects of fission/H-bombs
Karl Wirtz German 1910–1994 Education, work Heavy water, enrichment, reactors
Gernot Zippe Austrian 1917–2008 Education, work Uranium centrifuges

Table 8.1 (continued).
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Figure 8.22: Examples of German-speaking scientists (and some scientists who were very strongly
coupled to the German-speaking world) who contributed to the wartime and postwar U.S./U.K.
nuclear programs.
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Figure 8.23: More examples of German-speaking scientists (and some scientists who were very
strongly coupled to the German-speaking world) who contributed to the wartime and postwar
U.S./U.K. nuclear programs.
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Figure 8.24: More examples of German-speaking scientists (and some scientists who were very
strongly coupled to the German-speaking world) who contributed to the wartime and postwar
U.S./U.K. nuclear programs.
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Figure 8.25: More examples of German-speaking scientists (and some scientists who were very
strongly coupled to the German-speaking world) who contributed to the wartime and postwar
U.S./U.K. nuclear programs.
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Figure 8.26: More examples of German-speaking scientists (and some scientists who were very
strongly coupled to the German-speaking world) who contributed to the wartime and postwar
U.S./U.K. nuclear programs.
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Figure 8.27: More examples of German-speaking scientists (and some scientists who were very
strongly coupled to the German-speaking world) who contributed to the wartime and postwar
U.S./U.K. nuclear programs.
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Likewise, the U.K. nuclear program was also initiated by two refugees from the German-speaking
world, Otto Frisch and Rudolf Peierls. In a March 1940 memorandum to the U.K. government,
they wrote [www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/Begin/FrischPeierls2.shtml]:

The attached detailed report concerns the possibility of constructing a “super-bomb”
which utilises the energy stored in atomic nuclei as a source of energy. The energy
liberated in the explosion of such a super-bomb is about the same as that produced by
the explosion of 1,000 tons of dynamite. This energy is liberated in a small volume, in
which it will, for an instant, produce a temperature comparable to that in the interior
of the sun. The blast from such an explosion would destroy life in a wide area. The size
of this area is di�cult to estimate, but it will probably cover the center of a big city.

In addition, some part of the energy set free by the bomb goes to produce radioactive
substances, and these will emit very powerful and dangerous radiations. The e↵ects of
these radiations is greatest immediately after the explosion, but it decays only gradually
and even for days after the explosion any person entering the a↵ected area will be killed.

Some of this radioactivity will be carried along with the wind and will spread the
contamination; several miles downwind this may kill people.

In order to produce such a bomb it is necessary to treat a substantial amount of
uranium by a process which will separate from the uranium its light isotope (U235) of
which it contains about 0.7 percent. Methods for the separation of such isotopes have
recently been developed. They are slow and they have not until now been applied to
uranium, whose chemical properties give rise to technical di�culties. But these di�-
culties are by no means insuperable. We have not su�cient experience with large-scale
chemical plant to give a reliable estimate of the cost, but it is certainly not prohibitive.

It is a property of these super-bombs that there exists a “critical size” of about one
pound. A quantity of the separated uranium isotope that exceeds the critical amount
is explosive; yet a quantity less than the critical amount is absolutely safe. The bomb
would therefore be manufactured in two (or more) parts, each being less than the critical
size, and in transport all danger of a premature explosion would be avoided if these parts
were kept at a distance of a few inches from each other. The bomb would be provided
with a mechanism that brings the two parts together when the bomb is intended to go
o↵. [...]

The U.S. and U.K. nuclear programs eventually joined together for the duration of the war un-
der the umbrella of the Manhattan Project. As listed in Table 8.1 and shown in Figs. 8.28–8.30,
German-speaking and German-trained scientists played critical roles in all areas of the Manhattan
Project, including enriching uranium, developing fission reactors, producing plutonium, and cre-
ating fission bombs. The fission reactor technologies that they developed were ultimately used to
power everything from nuclear submarines to commercial electric generation plants.

There is also evidence that some scientists who had spent the war in Germany may have materially
contributed to the U.S. nuclear program in the crucial final months of the war (see p. 3452 for
more details). For example, when the German submarine U-234 surrendered to the United States
in May 1945, it was found to contain 560 kg of uranium oxide (possibly enriched), infrared fuses
that may have been suitable for implosion bombs, at least two experts on those materials (Gerhard
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Falck for the uranium and Heinz Schlicke for the infrared fuses), and potentially other nuclear-
related materials and information. As another important example, Hans Kammler, who was in
charge of virtually all advanced German weapons programs (including the nuclear program) by
the end of the war, was secretly captured and kept indefinitely by the United States for extended
interrogations (see pp. 3504–3515). In view of the fact that the United States never turned him over
to the Nuremberg war crimes trials or even informed those trials that Kammler was alive and in
U.S. custody, it seems likely that Kammler provided the United States with valuable information
and/or materials. It is possible that assistance from these and other German sources may have
appreciably accelerated the delivery schedule for the first U.S. fission bombs and also helped the
postwar U.S. nuclear program. Much more archival research is needed to address this question.

After the war, many of these German-speaking and German-educated scientists (most notably
Edward Teller and Stanislaw Ulam) went on to create the first U.S. fusion bombs (hydrogen or
H-bombs) in 1952 and 1954. Postwar U.S./U.K. nuclear programs were also aided directly or in-
directly by an influx of many additional German and Austrian scientists who were from or at
least had knowledge of the German nuclear program, such as Wernher von Braun, Rudolf Brill,
Adolf Busemann, Walter Dornberger, Rudolf Edse, Kra↵t Ehricke, Gerhard Falck, Karl Fiebinger,
Rudolf Fleischmann, Siegfried Flügge, Wilhelm Groth, Gottfried Guderley, Paul Harteck, Otto
Haxel, Richard Herzog, Johannes Hans Jensen, Willibald Jentschke, Ulrich Jetter, Hartmut Kall-
mann, Hans Kammler, Gerald Klein, Stanley Kronenberg, Heinz Maier-Leibnitz, Werner Maurer,
Walter Nielsch (?), Heinz Schlicke, Kurt Starke, Ernst Stuhlinger, Hans Suess, Herbert Wagner,
Friedwardt Winterberg, Karl Wirtz, Gernot Zippe, etc. (p. 3534).

For more information on the influence of the wartime German nuclear program on the wartime and
postwar U.S./U.K. nuclear programs, see Sections 8.8.14 and D.2.10.

Klaus Fuchs, who had spent many years working on the U.S./U.K. fission and fusion bomb pro-
grams, was discovered in 1950 to have been forwarding details of those programs to the Soviet Union
throughout that time; he was imprisoned in the United Kingdom before being handed over to East
Germany in 1959. Some scientists such as Rudolf Fleischmann, Siegfried Flügge, and Johannes
Hans Jensen returned to Europe sooner or later. However, most of the German-trained scientists
continued their careers in nuclear and defense fields in the United States, in some cases exerting
their influence for many decades (Edward Teller died in 2003 and Hans Bethe died in 2005).

Of course, the massive U.S. nuclear weapons program was built up by U.S. industries, and employed
many notable U.S.-born scientists, such as Ernest Lawrence, Glenn Seaborg, and John Wheeler
and his freshly graduated student Richard Feynman. Nonetheless, for a program that involved
over 100,000 people and was critical to the U.S. war e↵ort, it is remarkable how many of the key
innovations were made by scientists who came from the German-speaking world. One must wonder
how rapidly the U.S. nuclear program would have advanced if it had not had the benefit of any
personnel or information from the greater German-speaking scientific world.

Even the Atomic Heritage Foundation, based in Washington D.C. and founded to celebrate the
history and success of the United States nuclear program, has publicly recognized the role that
scientists from the greater German-speaking world played in that program
[www.atomicheritage.org/article/scientist-refugees-and-manhattan-project]:
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One of the ironies of Hitler’s desire for racial purity was that it drove out of continen-
tal Europe or into the camps many individuals who would have been extremely useful
to the Axis war e↵ort. Nowhere was this more evident than in the e↵ort to produce an
atomic bomb. A startling proportion of the most famous names on the project belonged
to scientists who came to England or America to flee from the Axis. The large number of
refugees and immigrants working on the Manhattan Project gave the American nuclear
program an international character unusual in such a top-secret program—and unique
amongst the nuclear programs that followed in other countries—and helped give life in
Los Alamos, NM during the war its unique character.
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Figure 8.28: Examples of early U.S. nuclear weapons: a replica of the Fat Man design (called the
Gadget without the external aerodynamic casing—see p. 3623), the first U.S. fission implosion
bomb, and the explosion of the first U.S. fission implosion bomb on 16 July 1945.
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Figure 8.29: Examples of early U.S. nuclear weapons: Mike, the first U.S. hydrogen bomb, and the
explosion of Mike on 1 November 1952.
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Figure 8.30: Examples of early U.S. fission reactors: plutonium-producing reactors were constructed
at Hanford, Washington during the period 1943–1963; the USS Nautilus (SSN-571), the first sub-
marine powered by a fission reactor, was launched in 1954.
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8.8 Nuclear Engineering in the Third Reich

This section presents evidence that the World War II German nuclear program was much larger
and much more advanced than has previously been generally acknowledged. This evidence covers:

8.8.1. Flaws in the conventional historical view of the German program.

8.8.2. The fundamental scientific knowledge and planning of the program.

8.8.3. Sources of uranium and thorium.

8.8.4. Enrichment of uranium-235.

8.8.5. Fission reactors for breeding plutonium-239 and/or uranium-233.

8.8.6. Electronuclear systems for breeding plutonium-239 and/or uranium-233.

8.8.7. The production of other potentially nuclear-related materials.

8.8.8. Fission bomb designs.

8.8.9. Hydrogen bomb designs.

8.8.10. An October 1944 test explosion on the Baltic coast.

8.8.11. A circa November 1944 test explosion in Poland.

8.8.12. March 1945 test explosions in Thuringia.

8.8.13. Axis belief in the reality of German nuclear weapons.

8.8.14. Allied belief in the reality of German nuclear weapons.

8.8.15. Further research that is needed.

For a far more detailed presentation of the evidence, see Appendix D.

8.8.1 Flaws in the Conventional Historical View of the German Program

The conventional historical view that has been held from 1945 to the present is that the World War
II German nuclear program was very small and poorly funded, that Germany was still trying to
complete its first prototype fission reactor when the war ended, and that Germany never even made
a serious attempt to develop nuclear weapons.6 This view is based on three categories of evidence,
although each category has its own limitations as summarized below:

6E.g., Goudsmit 1945, Goudsmit 1947; Groves 1962; Hentschel and Hentschel 1996; Irving 1967; Pash 1969; Popp
2021; Powers 1993; Rhodes 1986; Rose 1998; Walker 1989, 1995, 2020.
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1. The U.S.-led Alsos Mission searching for evidence of nuclear-related work at the end of the war
found the incomplete fission reactor at Haigerloch, some papers on basic nuclear physics, and
apparently not much else, according to the public accounts. Unfortunately, the Alsos Mission
failed to properly investigate numerous specific organizations, scientists, and locations that
could have revealed a more advanced nuclear program. If any more advanced nuclear work
had in fact been discovered, that information would have been automatically classified at the
time, and could remain classified or buried in archives and unreleased to this day.7

2. Ten German nuclear scientists (Erich Bagge, Kurt Diebner, Walther Gerlach, Otto Hahn, Paul
Harteck, Werner Heisenberg, Horst Korsching, Max von Laue, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker,
and Karl Wirtz) rounded up by the Alsos Mission were kept under house arrest from July 1945
until January 1946 at Farm Hall in the United Kingdom, where their private conversations
were recorded without their knowledge. The transcripts, which were not released to the public
until 1992, record the scientists’ surprise at news of the 6 August 1945 Hiroshima bombing
and do not reveal significant apparent knowledge of nuclear weapons design and development.
However, a huge number of relevant nuclear scientists were not at Farm Hall. There is ev-
idence that those who were there suspected surveillance and conducted their conversations
accordingly. The preserved transcripts document only a small fraction of the discussions that
would have occurred among ten people and their British attendants during those six months.
Moreover, the transcripts are English translations, which may not accurately reflect the orig-
inal German conversations. Both the original recordings and the original German transcripts
are said to have been permanently lost, a shocking lapse for such an important operation.8

3. In their public interviews and writings in the years after the war, German nuclear scientists
professed a lack of desire, plans, materials and/or political support to produce nuclear weapons
for the Third Reich. On the other hand, only a small number of nuclear scientists went on
the public record. It is not clear how much of what they said was factual history versus
personal spin meant to avoid postwar criticism; the answer may vary for di↵erent scientists
in question.9

With access to some of the previously unavailable former Soviet and East German archives and
witness testimony, as well as newly discovered and released U.S. and British documents, beginning
in the 1990s several authors argued (with varying degrees of success and accuracy) that wartime
German work on nuclear weapons was actually much more extensive, involved many more scientists,
and progressed much further than had been accepted by the conventional historical narrative.10

7See Section D.2.9; Goudsmit 1945, 1947; Groves 1962; Pash 1969.

8See p. 3445; Bernstein 2001; Frank 1993.

9Cassidy 1992, 2009; Heisenberg 1953, 1971; Irving 1967; Powers 1993; NYT 1948-12-28 p. 10.

10E.g., Frank Doebert in Walpersberg Geschichts- und Forschungsjournal 2015, 2016; Eilers 2007, 2015; Fengler
2014; Fengler and Sachse 2012; Geheimnis Jonastal 2002–2019; Georg 2009; Henshall 1998, 2000, 2002; Hirschfeld
and Brooks 1996; Hydrick 1998, 2016; Karlsch 2005, 2006, 2011; Karlsch and Laufer 2002; Karlsch and Petermann
2007; Karlsch and Zeman 2016; Mayer and Mehner 2001, 2002, 2004a, 2004b, 2009, 2010; Mehner 2004; Nagel 2003,
2011, 2012a, 2016; Oleynikov 2000; Petermann 2000; Schmitzberger 2004; Stevens 2007; Sulzer and Brauburger 2015;
Matthias Uhl quoted in Schauka 2015; Wilcox 2019; Zeman and Karlsch 2008.
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8.8.2 Fundamental Knowledge and Planning

There is ample documentation that the German nuclear program began very early and with great
determination.11

In 1934, Ida Tacke Noddack accurately predicted both the neutron-induced fission of uranium and
the production of a new fissile element 94 (later named plutonium-239, 239Pu) via neutron capture
in uranium (p. 1423).

Also in 1934, the experimental nuclear physicist Kurt Diebner (German, 1905–1964) began working
closely with the implosion expert Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985) at the Heereswa↵enamt
(Army Ordnance O�ce), which seems to indicate just how early the military applications and
necessary methods of nuclear technologies were envisioned (p. 2837). Both Diebner and Schumann
appear to have played hugely important roles in the development of nuclear weapons through the
end of the war.

Germany seized control of the St. Joachimsthal (or Jáchymov) uranium mine in Czech territory in
1938 and made the mining and shipment of uranium from there to sites in Germany and Austria
a high priority throughout the entire war.

German organizations began operating and receiving shipments from a uranium mine at Buchovo
(or Buhovo), a suburb of Sofia, Bulgaria, in 1938.

Germany also acquired control of a number of other sources of uranium and thorium (Section 8.8.3).

At the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (KWI) for Chemistry, Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann exper-
imentally confirmed Noddack’s prediction of the neutron-induced fission of uranium into lighter
elements in 1938. They published their results in January 1939 (p. 1424).

In April 1939, Paul Harteck (Austrian, 1902–1985) and Wilhelm Groth (German, 1904–1977) at
the University of Hamburg informed the German War O�ce that nuclear fission could be harnessed
to create a strategically decisive bomb many orders of magnitude more powerful than conventional
explosives (p. 2831). Harteck and Groth worked on many di↵erent important aspects of the German
nuclear program throughout the war.

No later than April 1939, the German government was conducting very secret, high-level meet-
ings of nuclear scientists and government o�cials concerning a program for the strategic military
applications of nuclear physics (p. 2837).

11For comparison with the German timeline, it is instructive to consider the wartime U.S. nuclear program. Despite
Albert Einstein’s letter to Franklin Roosevelt in August 1939 (p. 1434), the U.S. program languished in committee
meetings until it was jolted into action in the aftermath of Pearl Harbor. Leslie Groves was not appointed to head
the newly dubbed Manhattan Project until September 1942, and construction of the buildings for the Los Alamos,
Oak Ridge, and Hanford facilities did not even begin until early 1943. Serious design work on the Gadget/Fat Man
implosion bomb did not begin until August 1944 [Groves 1962; Reed 2019; Rhodes 1986].
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In June 1939, Siegfried Flügge (German, 1912–1997), a nuclear physicist at the KWI for Chemistry,
published calculations showing the feasibility of using pure uranium-235 fuel and fast neutrons
to create an explosive chain reaction, estimating both the time scale and energy release for the
explosion. He stated: “The energy release happens in such a short time that we are dealing with
an extraordinarily violent explosion.” In the same article, he explicitly proposed water-moderated
fission power reactors using thermal neutrons, derived and used the neutron di↵usion and kinetics
equations that are still taught in modern nuclear engineering textbooks, and correctly stated that
cadmium could be used as a neutron absorber to maintain control of the neutron-induced fission
reactions (p. 2832). Due to this and his other papers, Flügge apparently became the chief theorist
of the German nuclear weapons program. He ended up working simultaneously for many di↵erent
organizations that were all involved in the nuclear program—including the KWI, Reichspost (Postal
Service), Heereswa↵enamt, Reichsforschungsrat (Reich Research Council), SS, and universities—
apparently serving to coordinate the scientific details of all of their activities (p. 3538).

Georg Stetter (Austrian, 1895–1988) led a large and advanced nuclear physics group at the Uni-
versity of Vienna. In June 1939, he filed a patent application that included a remarkably detailed
description of a fission reactor (p. 2833). Stetter and all of his fellow Austrians seem to have played
large roles in the German nuclear weapons program throughout the war.

Around 1939, the experimental physicist and inventor Manfred von Ardenne (German, 1907–1997)
joined up with Wilhelm Ohnesorge, the very science-minded and deep-pocketed head of the Reich-
spost (government postal service, but like an even more advanced version of the U.S. Bell Labora-
tories), to conduct nuclear-weapons-related work (p. 2837). Due to Ohnesorge’s strong support, the
Reichspost was one of the most important organizations in the nuclear weapons program throughout
the war.

Germany began ordering heavy water from Vemork, Norway in December 1939 (p. 3043). Heavy
water would make an excellent moderator to facilitate the operation of a uranium reactor to produce
power and/or plutonium.

No later than 1940, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker (German, 1912–2007) understood that 239Pu
could be used to create a bomb. No later than 1941, von Weizsäcker, Fritz Houtermans (German,
1903–1966), Josef Schintlmeister (Austrian, 1908–1971), and Friedrich Hernegger provided many
more details about the properties, production, and military applications of plutonium. See pp.
2946–2951.

During the war, Houtermans and other scientists in the German program also understood how
uranium-233 (233U) could be bred from natural thorium-232 (232Th) and used to create a bomb
(pp. 2952–2953).

As shown in Fig. 8.31, the wartime nuclear program was spread among the Heereswa↵enamt, Kriegs-
marine (Navy), Luftwa↵e (Air Force), Reichspost, SS, several Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes (KWI),
Physikalische-Techische Reichsanstalt (Physical-Technical Reich Institute), several universities, a
number of companies, and groups in Czechoslovakia, Poland, Denmark, Norway, and elsewhere.12 In
the early years of the war, the work of these many groups was coordinated by the Heereswa↵enamt.
From 1942 until the end of the war, the coordination was managed by the SS.

12See pp. 2837–2855; Irving 1967; Karlsch 2005, Karlsch and Petermann 2007; Nagel 2003, 2011, 2012a, 2016.
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For an incomplete list of some of the more important scientists and engineers in the program,
see Figs. 8.31–8.50. Many of those German-speaking nuclear experts subsequently worked in the
postwar Soviet nuclear weapons program (Figs. 8.52–8.55), whereas others visited or moved to
the United States or United Kingdom and apparently aided their programs (Figs. 8.22–8.27). Still
others went to France or other countries after the war.

Note that for the last 76 years, conventional histories of the German nuclear program
have generally only covered a very small and relatively minor part of what was actually
a far larger program.

Because the German nuclear program was so widely dispersed, it was much more resistant to
Allied bombing and Allied intelligence; unfortunately that has also made it far more di�cult for
modern historians to reconstruct the details of the wartime nuclear program and its scientific
accomplishments. Adding to the complications for both wartime intelligence and modern historians,
the German nuclear program was highly compartmentalized, with individual people and groups only
knowing as much as they needed to do their parts, just as the German chemical weapons program
and the other most secretive programs were.
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Figure 8.31: Very tentative organizational chart of the German nuclear program.
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Figure 8.32: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Army Ordnance O�ce (Heereswa↵enamt)
who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.33: More examples of scientists and engineers at the Army Ordnance O�ce (Heereswaf-
fenamt) who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
Erich Schumann was the head scientist.
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Figure 8.34: Examples of scientists and engineers in Kurt Diebner’s group at the Army Ordnance
O�ce (Heereswa↵enamt) who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in
wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.35: Examples of scientists and engineers at Navy (Kriegsmarine, under chief scientist
Helmut Hasse) and Air Force (Luftwa↵e) laboratories who played critical roles in the development
of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.36: Examples of scientists and engineers at Post O�ce (Reichspost, led by Wilhelm Ohne-
sorge) laboratories who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime
Germany.
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Figure 8.37: Examples of scientists and engineers in the SS (ultimately led by Hans Kammler) who
played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.38: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (KWI) for Physics
who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany. Werner
Heisenberg was the head scientist.
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Figure 8.39: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (KWI) for Chem-
istry who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany. Josef
Mattauch was the head scientist.
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Figure 8.40: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (KWI) for Medical
Research who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
Walther Bothe was the head scientist.
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Figure 8.41: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes (KWI) for
Brain Research, Biophysics, and Physical Chemistry who played critical roles in the development
of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.42: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Physical-Technical Reich Institute
(Physikalische-Techische Reichsanstalt, PTR) and the University of Leipzig who played critical
roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany. Abraham Esau was the head
scientist of the PTR, and was in charge of large parts of the German nuclear program early in the
war.
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Figure 8.43: Examples of scientists and engineers at the University of Munich and Göttingen Uni-
versity who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
Walther Gerlach was in charge of large parts of the German nuclear program later in the war.
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Figure 8.44: Examples of scientists and engineers at the University of Hamburg and elsewhere in the
Hamburg/Kiel area who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime
Germany. Paul Harteck was the head scientist.
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Figure 8.45: Examples of scientists and engineers at the University of Vienna who played critical
roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany. Georg Stetter was the head
scientist.
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Figure 8.46: Examples of scientists and engineers at Auergesellschaft/Degussa company laboratories
who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.47: Examples of scientists and engineers at I.G. Farben and Henschel company laboratories
who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany. Otto
Ambros was the head scientist at I.G. Farben, and Herbert Wagner was the lead scientist at
Henschel.
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Figure 8.48: Examples of scientists and engineers at AEG and Siemens company laboratories who
played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.49: Examples of scientists and engineers in Czech-based research groups and companies
who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.50: Other examples of scientists and engineers who played critical roles in the development
of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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8.8.3 Sources of Uranium and Thorium

Scientists such as Nikolaus Riehl (German, 1901–1990), Günter Wirths (German, 1911–2005), Egon
Ihwe (German, 18??–19??), and many others played vital roles in the processing of uranium and
thorium for the German nuclear weapons program. Many of those scientists went on the play equally
important roles in the postwar Soviet nuclear weapons program (Section 8.9).

During the war, Germany obtained over 1500 tons of natural uranium ore and over 1300 tons of
thorium ore, and had access to additional uranium and thorium ore from a number of di↵erent
sources, by:

• Acquiring at least 1200 tons of uranium ore (originally mined in the Belgian Congo) from
Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Expanding uranium mining at St. Joachimsthal (Jáchymov), Bohemia [Hayes 2004, pp. 132–
133, 235, 243].

• Mining uranium at Schmiedeberg, Silesia (p. 3428).

• Possibly using any of several uranium deposits in Thuringia [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Schneeberg, Saxony (deposits discovered no later than 1943); see p. 2860
[Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Johanngeorgenstadt, Saxony (deposits discovered no later than 1943); see
p. 2860 [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Operating and receiving shipments from a uranium mine at Buchovo (Buhovo), outside Sofia,
Bulgaria, since 1938 [Hayes 2004, p. 235; https://ejatlas.org/conflict/life-after-the-uranium-
mines-in-buhovo-bulgaria]. See also p. 3358.

• Acquiring uranium mines at Viseu/Guarda, Portugal [Hayes 2004, p. 235].

• Procuring all available monazite thorium ore in occupied Europe [Irving 1967].

• Exploiting other possible sources?

A February 1946 U.S. intelligence report on Czech uranium mines noted, “The Germans put mining
on a high priority and only mining was done throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was
delivered by special planes to Germany and Austria” (p. 3026).
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Germany processed uranium and thorium ore to uranium oxide and thorium oxide, and thence to
uranium or thorium metal or to a variety of useful chemical compounds (uranium hexafluoride,
uranium tetrachloride, uranium nitrate, etc.) at:

• Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Auer in Oranienburg and other locations [p. 3530; Nagel 2016].

• Buchler in Braunschweig [p. 3530].

• Treibacher Chemische Werke in Althofen, Austria [pp. 2858–2860, 3530; Gollmann 1994].

• Degussa Frankfurt [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Berlin [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Stadtilm [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• I.G. Farben in Leverkusen and other locations [Mader 1965, pp. 193–202, 229-233].

• Mauer AG Radium Chemische Industrie und Laboratorium [Oleynikov 2000].

• Possibly other facilities.

At the end of the war, Allied countries removed over 2800 tons of uranium and thorium in various
chemical states from former German-controlled territory (p. 3034). In addition, in 1974, Alwin Ur↵,
deputy technical plant manager of the Asse nuclear disposal site in Germany, stated: “When we
began storage in 1967, our company first sank radioactive waste from the last war, that uranium
waste which arose in the preparation of the German atomic bomb” (p. 3038).
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8.8.4 Enrichment of 235U

Only 0.72% of natural uranium is 235U, the fissile isotope. In order to achieve high concentrations of
235U for a fission bomb, it is necessary to enrich or separate 235U from the other uranium isotopes.

Uranium is converted into the gaseous compound uranium hexafluoride (UF6) for most enrichment
processes (except uranium tetrachloride for electromagnetic separation). UF6 is highly corrosive
to most materials except nickel. German reports captured by the Alsos Mission demonstrate that
at least as early as 1940, the German program was fully aware of this information and capable of
producing UF6, and that much of that production capability was at I.G. Farben. Some especially
noteworthy researchers in the development and handling of UF6 were Erich Noack (German, 19??–
19??) and Walter Kwasnik (German, 19??–19??) at I.G. Farben Leverkusen, and Paul Harteck and
Wilhelm Groth in Hamburg (pp. 2861–2862).

Documents captured by Alsos also show that during 1940–1945, there was a large program in
the Hamburg/Kiel area to design, build, and operate a series of increasingly sophisticated gas
centrifuges for uranium enrichment. That work was conducted by physicists and engineers such as
Konrad Beyerle (German, 1900–1979, at Anschütz, a gyroscope company in Kiel that already had
decades of experience making high-precision rapidly rotating machinery), K. H. Eldau, Wilhelm
Groth, Paul Harteck, Johannes Hans Jensen (who later won a Nobel Prize for the nuclear shell
model), Werner Kuhn, Detlof Lyons (who also worked for the Reichspost), Hans Martin, Hans
Suess, and Albert Suhr (pp. 2863–2865).

Whereas conventional histories only acknowledge the existence of the Hamburg/Kiel uranium gas
centrifuge program, there is evidence that additional centrifuge programs existed. For example,
Werner Holtz (German, 19??–19??), Werner Schwietzke (German, 1910–1987), and others working
for the Heereswa↵enamt and SS conducted a uranium gas centrifuge program throughout the war
(pp. 2866–2868). There may have been others as well.

Centrifugation proved so superior to the U.S. Manhattan Project’s enrichment methods that the
German gas centrifuge designs are now the worldwide standard for uranium enrichment. The ev-
idence clearly demonstrates that the technology was developed and demonstrated over the course
of the war by German scientists and engineers, and spread by German scientists and engineers (as
well as the prototypes and documentation they had produced) to other countries after the war.
The Soviet Union was one of those countries to which the technology spread (via scientists such as
Max Steenbeck and Gernot Zippe), but not the origin of the technology as has been erroneously
presented by some conventional histories [NYT 2004-03-23].

Manfred von Ardenne (German, 1907–1997), Heinz Ewald (German, 1914–1992), Wolfgang Paul
(German, 1913–1993), Wilhelm Walcher (German, 1910–2005), and many others worked in teams
that developed electromagnetic separators to enrich 235U (p. 2869). These electromagnetic separa-
tors were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s calutrons. Manfred von Ardenne’s work was well
funded during the war, and he became a central figure in the Soviet nuclear weapons program after
the war.
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Gustav Hertz (German, 1887–1975), Erika Cremer (German, 1900–1996), Rudolf Fleischmann (Ger-
man, 1903–2002), and others developed gaseous di↵usion methods suitable for enriching 235U that
were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s gaseous di↵usion technology (p. 2891). Hertz’s secret
wartime work was deemed so important by the German government that he was allowed to live and
work in relative comfort throughout the war despite his Jewish ancestry. After the war, he played
a vital role in the Soviet nuclear weapons program.

Erich Bagge (German, 1912–1996) invented and successfully demonstrated a unique uranium en-
richment device called an isotope sluice, which was essentially an alternative method of gaseous
di↵usion separation (p. 2889).

If Germany scaled up any of these proven uranium enrichment methods to produce nuclear weapons,
it would presumably have distributed that production capability among a number of (especially
underground) locations for protection against Allied bombing. Archival documents, most of which
are found in the declassified files of the OSS and the Manhattan Project’s Foreign Intelligence Unit,
mention dozens of highly suspicious sites that might have been used for that purpose and that have
never been properly investigated (pp. 2896–2900). Just a few illustrative examples are given below.

An October 1943 OSS intelligence report from Frederick Loofbourow described what sound like
underground uranium enrichment facilities sta↵ed by hundreds of workers near Lüneburger Heide.
There were also other reports of nuclear-related work at Lüneburger Heide (pp. 3112–3119, 3242).

A May 1944 OSS intelligence report described what sound like two massive uranium enrichment
facilities, each with 30,000 workers, run by I.G. Farben in Opava and Ostrava in eastern Czech
territory (p. 2901).

A number of sources mentioned a Reichspost facility on the outskirts of Berlin that was perform-
ing electromagnetic separation, as well as enrichment facilities in an underground installation in
Thuringia (pp. 2887–2888, 2944–2945, 3385–3389).

As a quantitative example of what might have been required of a German enrichment facility, one
can consider the case of electromagnetic separation, using the U.S. calutrons at the Oak Ridge
Y-12 plant for reference. In early 1945, Y-12 was producing approximately 0.2 kg 235U per day,
or approximately 73 kg/year. The Y-12 plant used a two-stage process, with 2688 alpha calutron
beams (4⇥2⇥96 + 5⇥4⇥96) enriching to ⇠20% 235U in the first stage, and then 432 beta calutron
beams (6⇥ 2⇥ 36) further enriching that material to ⇠80% 235U [Reed 2015, 2019]. Lumping the
alpha and beta calutrons together for simplicity, that makes 3120 ion beams.

The U.S. electromagnetic separation plant was designed to produce so much 235U because the
United States planned to use that uranium in Little Boy, a gun-type fission bomb that needed
over 60 kg of fuel since it did not compress the fuel and had a very low e�ciency. The U.S. plant
provided enough uranium for approximately one bomb of that design per year.
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The sources that describe the German fission bomb design all indicate that it was an implosion
bomb (Section 8.8.8), which compresses the fuel, is much more e�cient than a gun-type bomb, and
therefore requires roughly 1/10 as much fuel as a gun-type bomb. If a German enrichment facility
were designed to produce enough 235U for one full-sized bomb per year (or several test bombs with
smaller amounts of fuel and smaller explosive yields, as described by the sources), that German
enrichment plant could have been roughly 1/10 the size of the U.S. Y-12 plant, as extrapolated in
Table 8.2. If that same production capacity were distributed among several production plants to
minimize the risk of Allied bombing, each plant would have been even smaller.

Characteristic U.S. Y-12 Plant Hypothetical German Plant
235U production rate 73 kg/year ⇠ 7 kg/year
Number of ion beams 3120 ⇠ 310
Number of workers 22,482 ⇠ 2,200
Facility floor space ⇠ 400,000 m2 ⇠ 40,000 m2

Electric power consumption 200 MW ⇠ 20 MW
Cost (1940s U.S. dollars) $477,631,000 ⇠ $48,000,000

Table 8.2: Known characteristics of the U.S. electromagnetic separation plant and extrapolated
characteristics of a hypothetical German electromagnetic separation plant.
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8.8.5 Fission Reactors for Breeding 239Pu and/or 233U

The available documentation shows that German scientists were aware that either 239Pu or 233U
would make good fuel for fission bombs (Section 8.8.2) and could be produced in a fission reactor
by the following respective processes:

238
92 U + n

(n,�)�! 239
92 U

� 23.5 min�! 239
93 Np

� 2.36 days�! 239
94 Pu (8.1)

232
90 Th + n

(n,�)�! 233
90 Th

� 21.8 min�! 233
91 Pa

� 27.0 days�! 233
92 U (8.2)

Ludwig Bewilogua (German, 1906–1983), Kurt Diebner, Paul Harteck, Otto Haxel (German, 1909–
1998), and many others worked in teams trying to develop suitable fission reactors.

By far the best known German reactor was the one built by Werner Heisenberg’s group, first
located at the KWI for Physics in Berlin-Dahlem, and later moved to Haigerloch (pp. 2955–2961).
It never achieved criticality (a self-sustaining neutron chain reaction) during the war. There were
also smaller subcritical fission experiments, such as those built by Robert Döpel’s team in Leipzig
and Paul Harteck’s team in Hamburg.13

Throughout the war, Kurt Diebner’s Heereswa↵enamt group built a series of reactor experiments
of increasing size and complexity at Gottow (Kummersdorf) through 1944, and at Stadtilm in
1945 (pp. 2962–2975). According to o�cial histories, Diebner’s reactor experiments never achieved
criticality during the war. In fact, there is some evidence that they may have achieved criticality
in late 1944 and/or early 1945 [Karlsch 2005; Nagel 2016]. However, even if Diebner’s reactor did
go critical, it was a small experimental system, not a large production reactor for breeding useful
quantities of 239Pu or 233U.

There is some evidence that a number of other, larger fission reactors were under construction
during the war, and that some of them may have even been operational. Just a few cases are cited
here; for more examples and information, see p. 2954.

There may have been fission reactors and a fuel reprocessing facility near Königsberg (now Kalin-
ingrad) in East Prussia. Heinrich Himmler’s close diplomatic contact, Muhammad Amin Al-Husayni,
the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, reported those reactors after the war (pp. 3355–3356): “After 1945
the Grand Mufti said that the enemy espionage by ‘Jewish, English and American intelligence ser-
vices’ caused ‘the greatest damage.’ They were able to discover the locations of ‘atomic reactors’
in East Prussia.”

As already noted, Siegfried Flügge, who was probably the top nuclear physicist in the German
nuclear weapons program, worked for many di↵erent organizations that were involved in the pro-
gram, apparently serving to coordinate the scientific details of all of their activities. Among his
many other urgent and nuclear-focused duties, he was appointed to a professorship at the Uni-
versity of Königsberg in 1944, late in the war as Russian forces were advancing (p. 3538). That
appointment only makes sense if there was a nuclear facility there that was deemed critical to the
war, such as fission reactors breeding plutonium for nuclear weapons.

13Goudsmit 1947; Groves 1962; Irving 1967; Pash 1969; Powers 1993; Walker 1989.
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There were tens of thousands of forced laborers working in and near Königsberg during the war.
They are known to have worked with toxic chemicals and su↵ered the consequences [Jasiński 1994].

During the period 26–30 August 1944, U.K. Royal Air Force bombers, operating at the very limits
of their range, devastated targets in and near Königsberg. That only makes sense if there were
targets of great military value and urgency, such as a nuclear facility on the verge of producing
enough fuel for nuclear weapons. It also explains the Grand Mufti’s comment.

Despite the Allied bombings and fierce o↵ensives by Soviet forces, German troops successfully
defended East Prussia until April 1945, rather than retreating to more central areas of Germany
and using their strength to defend those. Once again, that only makes sense if there were something
in East Prussia that Germany considered to be of great strategic significance until the very end of
the war.

After the war, East Prussia was claimed as Soviet territory, even though it was geographically
disconnected from any other Soviet territory, rather than allotting it to the surrounding countries,
Poland or Lithuania. Again, that suggests something rather unusual was found there. (Of course,
it did also provide a desirable seaport for the Soviet Union.)

There are a number of archival documents, witness statements, aerial photographs, and other
evidence strongly suggesting that part of the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St. Georgen an der
Gusen (near Linz, Austria) was conducting nuclear-weapons-related work during the war (pp. 2976–
2998). From some of the evidence, it sounds as if the complex may have included a fission reactor
and fuel reprocessing facility. German forces sealed the entrances and air shafts to that part of the
tunnel complex shortly before the end of the war, and they have remained sealed for over 76 years.
U.S. o�cials inspected this site and interrogated witnesses after the war (pp. 3518–3526). Their
reports on what they found and learned there have never been publicly released. Air and water
samples taken from the site in recent years have remarkably high levels of radioactivity, which may
or may not be due to purely natural causes. Until all of the documentary evidence is available,
and/or until the site can be properly excavated and analyzed, the true nature of this facility cannot
be settled.

According to U.S. intelligence reports, there was a highly secret, heavy concrete installation at the
I.G. Farben Leverkusen plant that may have been a fission reactor (pp. 3008–3009). It is known
that I.G. Farben Leverkusen was doing extensive work involving uranium hexafluoride throughout
the war (Section 8.8.4), and that other I.G. Farben facilities were producing many other potentially
nuclear-related materials (Section 8.8.7).

Heavy water (D2O) is an excellent moderator for fission reactors. Germany appears to have been
producing heavy water in at least 16 plants all over Europe (including several run by I.G. Farben,
Section 8.8.7), despite the di�culties of Allied bombing and the urgent wartime needs to produce
other materials and products. This additional evidence strongly suggests that Germany possessed
operational fission reactors, or at least was trying to get reactors operational as soon as possible.

If uranium or thorium is left in a fission reactor too long, much of the 239Pu and/or 233U that had
initially been created by neutron bombardment will be fissioned and destroyed by later neutrons.
Moreover, prolonged neutron exposure can also breed undesirable isotopes—especially 240Pu from
natural uranium or 232U from natural thorium—that are highly radioactive and therefore greatly
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complicate the handling of that fuel in reprocessing and in bombs. For both of those reasons, large
amounts of uranium or thorium fuel are generally moved in and out of breeder reactors over fairly
short periods of time.

In the wartime U.S. nuclear program, the main reactors breeding plutonium were three reactors
in Hanford, Washington, dubbed reactors B, D, and F. When fully operational, each of those
reactors produced approximately 250 MW of thermal power from approximately 250 tons of natural
uranium, or about 1 MW/ton. At that power, each reactor bred approximately 0.19 kg of 239Pu per
day, or approximately 69 kg per year. To limit the production of 240Pu, the 250 tons of reactor fuel
was removed after approximately 100 days, and then the reactor was restarted with fresh natural
uranium fuel [Reed 2015, 2019]. Comparing the 239Pu production rate of 0.19 kg/day to the rate
of using natural uranium, 250 tons/100 days = 2.5 tons/day, the amount of 239Pu bred per ton of
natural uranium was

Bred Pu-239

Natural uranium
⇡ 0.19 kg/day

2.5 tons/day
⇡ 0.076

kg

ton
(8.3)

Note that the amount of fissionable 239Pu produced from a ton of natural uranium is roughly 100
times smaller than the maximum amount of fissionable 235U (7.2 kg) that could be extracted from
that same ton of natural uranium via the enrichment methods of the previous section. Again, this
low level of production is due to the need to avoid creating much 240Pu in the fuel. As a result, a
fission fuel breeding program would use ⇠100 times more uranium than a fission fuel enrichment
program (unless the irradiated uranium were reused in the breeder reactor after the plutonium had
been removed, which may or may not have been practical under the urgent pressures of the war).

Counterbalancing that disadvantage is the advantage that a breeder reactor and the accompanying
chemical purification processes handle fission fuel in a very dense solid or liquid state, whereas
enrichment methods handle fission fuel in a far less dense gaseous or plasma state. Therefore the
equipment for breeding would be much more compact, and could potentially be built and operated
by fewer people, than the equipment for enrichment.

As long as the reactor is large enough to have a self-sustaining fission chain reaction, these charac-
teristics can be scaled up or down in a linear fashion, using the approximate numbers in Table 8.3
as a basis for reference [Kemp 2005]. For example, if each Hanford reactor held 250 tons of natural
uranium and produced approximately 69 kg of 239Pu per year, a hypothetical German reactor hold-
ing approximately 22 tons of natural uranium could produce approximately 6 kg of 239Pu per year,
enough for one full-sized ⇠20 kiloton implosion bomb (like the U.S. Gadget and Fat Man bombs)
per year. From Eq. 8.3, producing 6 kg of plutonium would require processing approximately 79
tons of uranium.

232Th is useful for breeding 233U but cannot sustain a fission chain reaction on its own. The reactor
would need to contain natural uranium or uranium enriched in 235U. On the order of ⇠90% of the
neutrons from the uranium would be needed to sustain the chain reaction, so only ⇠10% of the
neutrons could be spared to breed 233U from 232Th, and hence only ⇠10% of the total fuel in the
reactor could be thorium. Thus a fission reactor for breeding 233U might be ⇠10 times larger in
volume or mass than a reactor for breeding 239Pu. (Of course, plutonium would also be bred within
the ⇠90% of the reactor fuel that was uranium, and that plutonium could be extracted as well.)
For this reason, it seems likely that the German nuclear program would have generally preferred
producing 239Pu instead of 233U, although scientists may have certainly tried 233U (especially
because of the large amount of thorium that was available to the German nuclear program).
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Characteristic Approximate value (scales linearly)

Thermal power 25 MW
Reactor core volume 100 m3

Moderator 150 tons of graphite, or
80 tons of heavy water,

or some of both
Natural uranium in reactor 25 tons
Replace uranium every 100 days

Uranium consumption rate 91 tons/year
Plutonium production rate 6.9 kg/year
Cost (1940s U.S. dollars) $6,000,000

Table 8.3: Approximate characteristics of a breeder reactor for producing 239Pu.

Many highly radioactive isotopes with short half-lives are created when fuel is bombarded with
neutrons in a fission reactor, so it is customary to let the fuel “cool o↵” for a month or so after
being removed from the breeder reactor before it is processed by people. Since the German nuclear
program would have had a great sense of urgency and likely did not value the lives of its low-level
workers, it might have processed irradiated fuel with a much shorter cooling o↵ period.

There is some evidence that Germany developed chemical reprocessing methods to extract and
purify the bred 239Pu or 233U (p. 2951). Although it is currently unknown just how far that work
progressed during the war, or in what geographic locations, the scientific details of reprocessing
constrain where and how it could have been done, and may guide historians in locating relevant
documents and geographic sites:

• Due to the relatively sophisticated chemistry involved in reprocessing (p. 3603) and the fact
that it would be tied to secret weapons development, it seems probable that any such re-
processing would have been run by I.G. Farben, or at the very least would have intimately
involved I.G. Farben.

• Because of the large amount of irradiated uranium or thorium fuel that would need to be
processed for a much smaller amount of 239Pu or 233U, and because of the great personal
danger involved in exposure to the associated high levels of radiation and toxic chemicals, it
also seems likely that any such work in wartime Germany would have involved slave labor
and high fatalities (at least if it advanced beyond small-scale proof-of-concept laboratory
experiments).

• Because of the large amount of material to be processed and the extreme danger in handling
it, chemical reprocessing would probably have been conducted at or near the fission reactor(s)
or electronuclear breeding site(s) where the 239Pu or 233U was bred.

• For cooling of the fission reactor and for both cooling and chemical steps during reprocessing,
a breeding/reprocessing facility would likely be located very close to an abundant source of
fresh water.

Tritium could also be bred from lithium and/or heavy water by neutron bombardment in a fission
reactor. Tritium would be very useful for fusion boosting of fission bombs and/or for hydrogen
bombs (Section 8.8.9).
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8.8.6 Electronuclear Breeding of 239Pu and/or 233U

Even without a fission reactor, it is possible to produce significant amounts of 239Pu or 233U
via electronuclear breeding. In this process, a particle accelerator fires a beam of high-energy
charged particles (typically protons, deuterons, or electrons with a kinetic energy of many mil-
lions of electron-volts or MeV) at a target containing 238U or 232Th. When those energetic charged
particles strike the nuclei of the target material, they knock some neutrons free; those neutrons are
absorbed by the 238U to become 239Pu, or by 232Th to become 233U, as shown in Eqs. (8.1)–(8.2).
In more sophisticated and e�cient systems, the target may also contain an initial layer of lithium
or beryllium atoms, which are especially good at releasing neutrons when struck by high-energy
charged particles. If furthermore the target is immersed in a neutron moderator (such as heavy
water or pure graphite) and surrounded by a neutron reflector (such as beryllium), each neutron
that is originally generated can lead to a cascade of several more neutrons by subcritical fission
reactions, yielding several atoms of bred fuel per charged particle in the beam. If the target is
lithium without uranium or thorium, electronuclear breeding can be used to produce tritium.

Electronuclear breeding was seriously pursued by the United States and other countries after World
War II, and even now is of concern as a proliferation risk for how new countries could produce
nuclear weapons.14

Archival documents show that in German-controlled areas from the Netherlands to Czech territory,
a considerable number of high-energy particle accelerators were produced and used as high priorities
during the war. Rolf Wideröe (Norwegian but studied and worked in Germany, 1902–1996), Max
Steenbeck (German, 1904–1981), Walter Dällenbach (Swiss, 1892–1990), Walther Bothe (German,
1891–1957), and many others worked to design, build, and test the accelerators (pp. 2606–2650,
3010–3033, 3302–3308).

Purely scientific research would not have been su�cient justification for all of the funding, labor,
and materials that went into these accelerators when war needs and shortages were so dire. While
accelerators would certainly be useful for measuring fundamental nuclear properties that are rel-
evant to designing nuclear reactors and bombs, one or two modest accelerators would have been
su�cient for that purpose. Indeed, Germany already had access to the Joliot-Curie cyclotron in
Paris for such measurements.

Most of the accelerators appear to have been closely linked with the German nuclear weapons
program and treated as a high priority for that program until the very end of the war. Electronuclear
breeding seems to be the best explanation.

In August 1945, after some nuclear-related censorship of the U.S. press had been lifted, newspapers
belatedly reported that sabotage and U.S. bombing had delayed German nuclear weapons work in
Czech territory, probably a reference to cyclotrons that were produced there: “A shattering Amer-
ican air raid, Czech sabotage and an accident frustrated German experiments in Czechoslovakia
seeking to develop an atomic bomb, newspaper accounts said here today” (p. 3016).

14Barashenkov et al. 1987; Barber and George 1959; Kemp 2005; Livdahl 1981; Magill and Peerani 1999; Riendeau
et al. 1999.
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In November 1945, Time magazine reported evidence of secret wartime German work to mass-
produce cyclotrons in Czech territory for a nuclear weapons program (p. 3021).

In May 1945, the Soviet physicist Georgy Flerov was sent by Joseph Stalin and Igor Kurchatov to
investigate the German nuclear program. In 1983, Flerov described his interrogation of a German
cyclotron expert who had been captured by Soviet forces at the end of the war. The German
physicist told of at least one highly secret underground SS/Reichspost installation in the Riese
complex in Silesia that was using multiple cyclotrons for urgent war-related work—presumably
electronuclear breeding (p. 3302).

Werner Grothmann, Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant, independently confirmed that there was a
high-priority, highly secret, joint SS/Reichspost program to breed plutonium without a reactor—
electronuclear breeding—in underground installations using particle accelerators that had been
manufactured in Czech territory and in Austria (p. 3010).

Simple physics calculations (pp. 3601–3602) demonstrate that electronuclear breeding of kilograms
of 239Pu or 233U for a fission bomb, or tens of grams of tritium for fusion boosting a bomb,
would potentially have been quite feasible (though technically challenging) for the wartime German
program. Of course, any 239Pu or 233U created via electronuclear breeding would still have needed
to be chemically extracted from the target material, just as with breeding in a fission reactor (p.
3603).

It is important for historians to search for more evidence of a wartime electronuclear breeding
program (both in archival documents and at physical sites that may have been involved in this
work), and to ascertain just how far any such electronuclear program actually progressed during
the war.
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8.8.7 Production of Other Potentially Nuclear-Related Materials

During the war, Germany produced large quantities of materials that had non-nuclear applications,
yet would also have been extremely useful for a nuclear weapons program (Section D.2.2). From
archival documents that are currently available, it is not possible to determine whether or how
much of each material was used for nuclear applications, but clearly the materials were readily
available if some quantity of them had been requisitioned by a high-priority nuclear program.

Deuterium can serve as a great fusion fuel and source for producing neutrons and tritium, and
an excellent neutron moderator for fission reactors when in the form of deuterated (heavy) water.
According to o�cial histories, heavy water was only produced in significant quantities at the Norsk
Hydro hydrogen factory in Vemork, Norway, which was famously attacked by Allied forces and
the Norwegian Resistance and forced to shut down. In fact, documents indicate that heavy water
production facilities for the German nuclear program were apparently located at sites all over
German-occupied Europe:

1. Vemork, Norway (pp. 3043–3048).

2. S̊aheim, Norway (p. 3049).

3. Notodden, Norway (p. 3050).

4. I.G. Farben Leuna Werke, low-pressure production plant (pp. 3051–3053).

5. I.G. Farben Leuna Werke, high-pressure production plant (pp. 3051–3053).

6. I.G. Farben Bitterfeld (pp. 3053–3054) [Karlsch 2005, p. 110; Sadovsky 2011b].

7. I.G. Farben Halle (pp. 3055–3058).

8. Kiel, probably adjacent to the Deutsche Werke Kiel (pp. 3059–3064).

9. Dräger Werke, Lübeck (p. 3065).

10. I.G. Farben Auschwitz in Poland (pp. 3066, 3261).

11. Chemische Fabrik Griesheim-Elektron, Frankfurt am Main (pp. 3066–3067).

12. Weer, near Wattens, Tyrol, in the Austrian Alps (p. 3068).

13. Near the Schmiedeberg (now Kowary, Poland) uranium mine [Witkowski 2013, p. 224].

14. Lehesten, Siemens and Halske plant (pp. 2919, 2940)?

15. B9 Quarz underground complex near Roggendorf and Melk, Austria (p. 3072–3073)?

16. Bayrische Sticksto↵werke in Piesteritz (p. 3261)?

17. Other possible locations?
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Thus Germany was producing large quantities of heavy water in a very determined fashion at
numerous plants all over Europe, despite the di�culties of Allied bombing and the urgent wartime
needs to produce other materials and products. The existence of this massive, high priority, highly
secretive heavy water production program strongly suggests that one or more fission reactors may
have actually been operational during the war. At the very least, it seems to indicate that Germany
was trying to get reactors operational as soon as possible. Germany may have also needed significant
quantities of deuterium/heavy water for electronuclear breeding of fission fuel and/or for fusion fuel
production.

Lithium was utilized for processing ceramics, glass, and metals, but it would also have been ex-
tremely useful for producing tritium, neutrons, and/or fusion reactions. Germany produced tens
of thousands of tons of lithium during the war (p. 3074). Alfred Klemm developed methods to
separate the naturally occurring 6Li and 7Li isotopes, which would have been required only for
nuclear applications (pp. 3202–3205). Klemm also knew of work on tritium being conducted by
other scientists (p. 3204).

Beryllium was used for producing certain metal alloys, but it also could have been quite useful
as a neutron reflector and multiplier in a fission reactor, electronuclear breeding system, or fission
bomb. Wartime production of beryllium was in the tons (p. 3077).

Boron was needed for producing certain types of glass, ceramics, and metals, but it also would
have been very useful as a neutron absorber. Large quantities of boron were produced in wartime
Germany (p. 3079).

High-quality graphite was widely used for high-temperature exhaust steering rudders on the A-4
(V-2) and other rockets, and was utilized for making electrodes, filters, and other components too.
However, graphite could also have been quite useful as a neutron moderator to slow down neutrons
and promote chain reactions in a fission reactor. Germany produced many tens of thousands of
tons of graphite during the war (p. 3080).

Fluorine was used for various industrial chemical production processes, but it also would have been
essential for producing uranium hexafluoride for the enrichment of 235U. Wartime production of
fluorine was in the thousands of tons (p. 3084).

Aluminum was employed for fabricating a wide variety of metal structures and packaging. On the
other hand, aluminum could have been quite useful as cladding around fission fuel in a reactor, or
as spherical pusher and casing shells in a fission bomb as described in Section 8.8.8. Thousands of
tons of aluminum were produced in wartime Germany (p. 3087).

Calcium was used in making certain metal alloys, but it also would have been extremely useful in
key steps of the purification of thorium, uranium, and/or plutonium. Germany produced thousands
of tons of calcium during the war, and is even documented to have utilized calcium to purify thorium
and uranium (p. 3091).

Nickel was needed for nickel-cadmium batteries and certain alloys. Yet because nickel is much more
resistant than other metals to corrosion by uranium hexafluoride (used in uranium enrichment), it
would have been invaluable in a nuclear program. Wartime production of nickel was in the tons (p.
3097).
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Zirconium was used for high-temperature metals and ceramics in non-nuclear applications, but its
high temperature resistance and other properties also would have made it ideal as a fuel cladding
material in fission reactors. Tons of zirconium were produced in wartime Germany. There was also
an apparently related story about the SS Flying Enterprise, which sank on 10 January 1952 while
carrying cargo from Hamburg to the United States. Its captain, Kurt Carlsen, later told interviewers
such as Bjarne Bekker that the cargo included five tons of zirconium, left over from the wartime
German nuclear program, which was salvaged from his sunken ship and used in the first U.S. nuclear
submarine, USS Nautilus (p. 3100).

Cadmium was important for nickel-cadmium batteries and soldering, but it also could have been
extremely useful as a neutron absorber. Germany produced thousands of tons of cadmium during
the war (p. 3103). Germany also possessed methods for electroplating thin layers of materials such
as cadmium onto aluminum. Such methods are potentially quite relevant for creating a neutron-
absorbing cadmium layer on a spherical aluminum pusher as in the German fission implosion bomb
described in March 1945 (Section 8.8.8).

Some sites were producing multiple nuclear-related materials at the same location. For example, I.G.
Farben’s Bitterfeld facility is documented to have been producing heavy water, graphite, aluminum,
and calcium. Bitterfeld may have produced other relevant materials as well.

Intriguingly, significant quantities of many of these nuclear-related materials were also shipped to
Japan, Germany’s wartime ally, along with at least 560 kg of (possibly enriched) uranium and other
cutting-edge military technologies (pp. 3075, 3078, 3476–3495).
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8.8.8 Fission Bomb Designs

A number of independent sources provided information about wartime German fission bomb designs
(Section D.2.3).

No later than 1940, the German mathematicians Walter Hantzsche (German, 19??–19??) and
Hilmar Wendt (German, 1913–19??) predicted the pressure, density, and temperature in spheri-
cal and cylindrical implosion bomb configurations, mathematical solutions that are still used today
(p. 3109).

No later than 1942, Gottfried Guderley (German, 1910–1997), a hydrodynamics expert working for
the German military, performed very similar calculations for spherical and cylindrical implosions
(pp. 3110–3111).

As already noted in Section 8.8.4, a 1943 U.S. intelligence report stated that “several factories and
hundreds of workers” near Lüneburger Heide were producing a new type of explosive that had a
remarkably high density, that was so energetic that one kilogram of the new material would have a
blast radius of several kilometers, and that would be placed into bombs of a highly unusual spherical
design (p. 3112).

In November 1944, Time magazine published a news report that Germany was developing a fission
bomb with a spherical implosion design. The implications of the article were so clear that Leslie
Groves, the military leader of the Manhattan Project, had a strong reaction (p. 3120).

A 23 March 1945 letter from General Ivan Ilyichev, chief of intelligence for the Soviet army, to
Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans had an atomic bomb and described it in considerable
detail as a 2-ton, 1.3-meter-diameter spherical implosion device with multiple concentric layers and
a 235U core (Fig. 8.51, Table 8.4, and Section 8.8.12).

Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985), the Heereswa↵enamt’s head physicist, was an expert on
hollow-charge explosives and X-ray diagnostics for explosives, Wernher von Braun’s Ph.D. thesis
advisor for the development of rockets, and a key figure in Germany’s biological warfare program
and several other advanced research programs. No later than 1940, he, Walter Trinks (German,
1910–1995), Rudi Schall (German, 1913–2002), and others began investigating the use of hollow-
charge explosives (especially spherical, but also other geometries) to generate implosive shock waves
strong enough to initiate fission and fusion reactions and produce a large nuclear explosion, and
Schumann continued to advance that work throughout the war. Schumann filed approximately 40
secret patents on this work during the war, which ultimately led to several unclassified postwar
patents. Those published patents described designs extremely similar to the design that Ilyichev
said was tested in March 1945: spherical implosion bombs with a total mass of approximately 2
tons, an outer layer of segmented explosive lenses, inner spherical layers of cadmium, uranium, and
other materials, and fusion fuel in the center (pp. 3122–3163). (Since the United States possessed
much of this evidence, one must wonder why Samuel Goudsmit gave false testimony to the U.S.
Senate by claiming that Schumann was mainly just interested in “the physics of piano strings”—see
p. 2814.)

In November 1945, the German economist Erwin Respondek wrote that Erich Schumann had been
involved in the development of an atomic bomb that used uranium fuel and a neutron initiator
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(and presumably Schumann’s expertise, conventional explosives for spherical implosion), and that
the problem was “solved” in 1944 (p. 3125).

Adolf Busemann (German, 1901–1986), Rolf Engel (German, 1912–1993), Hubert Schardin (Ger-
man, 1902–1965), and others also played major roles in the development of implosion bombs
[Karlsch 2005; Krehl 2009].

A Top Secret U.S. cable from March 1946 stated that a “capable young engineer” in Poland knew
that atomic bomb casings included a layer of cadmium, which was true for the implosion bomb
designs described by both Ilyichev and Schumann (p. 3265).

1946 U.S. intelligence documents described how SS General Hans Kammler’s deputy Erich Purucker
and a car full of German atomic bomb plans were captured by Russian forces in May 1945 (p. 3501).

After the war, Kurt Diebner discussed spherical implosion bomb designs, specifically showing a
hollow spherical pit of fission fuel with fusion fuel in the center, presumably based on wartime work
with which he was involved (pp. 3164–3167).

German witnesses described secretive and mysterious work that had been conducted during the war
to produce and test nesting aluminum spheres that apparently matched the description of those in
the implosion bomb designs (p. 3168).

Werner Grothmann recounted the development of an atomic bomb that “would have possessed a
spherical shape with a diameter of over one meter. It was very heavy, even though the bomb body
itself was supposed to be out of aluminum. It was said, if one reduces the weight, the yield is not
as high” (pp. 3171–3173).

All of these independent sources appear to have been describing the same spherical implosion
fission bomb design, or closely related variations of the same basic design. Their details have been
correlated and compared with fundamental physics and unclassified documents about the first U.S.
implosion bombs (Gadget, which was detonated in New Mexico on 16 July 1945, and its fully
packaged version, Fat Man, which was dropped on Nagasaki on 9 August 1945) and other nuclear
weapon designs.15 Based on this information, approximate design parameters have been calculated
for the German spherical implosion bomb, specifically the version that Ilyichev reported was tested
in Thuringia in March 1945. The results are summarized in Table 8.4. For much more information,
see Section D.4.4.

The implosion design described by Ilyichev and the other sources seems very detailed, physically
feasible, and deeply grounded in experimental and engineering details. While similar to the U.S.
Gadget/Fat Man, it does not appear to be a carbon copy of that design, suggesting that it was
arrived at independently and not by any German espionage of the U.S. program. In fact, in several
respects the German design was several years more advanced than U.S. designs. The German design
seems to have been far more than an abstract concept that was never reduced to practice, or a
hasty idea that was thrown together at the end of the war. It appears to have been the end product
of a well-funded, long-running, highly scientifically skilled nuclear weapons development program.

15Coster-Mullen 2012; Goncharov 1996a, 1996b; Goncharov and Riabev 2001; Gsponer and Hurni 2009; Chuck
Hansen 1988, 2007; Reed 2015, 2019; Serber 1992; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017; Winterberg 2010.
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Figure 8.51: Examples of some of the evidence for the development of a fission implosion bomb
in wartime Germany. Above: Erich Schumann’s schematic design for a spherical implosion bomb
(Section D.2.3). Below: the beginning of a March 1945 Soviet intelligence report giving Joseph
Stalin details about successful German tests of a fission implosion bomb (Section D.2.7).
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Component Gadget/Fat Man Thuringian Device

Neutron ⇠ 7 g beryllium/polonium-210 Deuterium + lithium with high voltage
initiator “urchin” ⇠ 1.25 cm radius

1.25 cm radius and/or external 6 MeV betatron
Pit 6.2 kg 239Pu For test: <1 kg inner layer of 235U

4.6 cm radius with ⇠ 5–10 kg natural or
low-enriched U outer layer

For deployment: ⇠ 5–10 kg 235U
⇠ 5 cm radius

Tamper/ 108 kg natural U ⇠ 100 kg natural U
reflector 11.1 cm radius ⇠ 11 cm radius
Neutron Boron-10 plastic ⇠ 1.3 kg cadmium
absorber 3.2 mm thick ⇠ 1 mm thick
Pusher 130 kg aluminum ⇠ 130 kg aluminum

23.5 cm radius ⇠ 23 cm radius
Explosive Composition B and baratol TNT, RDX, and liquid oxygen

2500 kg, segmented ⇠ 1400 kg, segmented
⇠ 70 cm radius ⇠ 63 cm radius

Explosive ⇠ 180 kg aluminum ⇠ 140 kg aluminum
case 72.5 cm radius ⇠ 64 cm radius

Ballistic Steel ⇠ 190 kg steel
case 4.5 mm thick ⇠ 4.5 mm thick

75 cm radius 65 cm radius

Overall radius 75 cm ⇠ 65 cm
Total mass 3000 kg (bomb only) ⇠ 2000 kg

4670 kg (with shell and fins)
Delivery Boeing B-29 A-4, A-9, or A-9/A-10
system heavy bomber ballistic missile

Explosive 20 kilotons For test: < 1 kiloton
yield For deployment: ⇠ 5–100 kilotons

Table 8.4: Comparison of the U.S. Gadget/Fat Man implosion design (from unclassified sources)
with extrapolated design parameters of the March 1945 Thuringian device (Section D.4.4). The
explosive yield of the German design was highly dependent on how much fission and fusion fuel
were used.

The component masses for the Thuringian device in Table 8.4 add up to a total mass of approx-
imately 2000 kg, in excellent agreement with what Ilyichev and Schumann reported. Thus the
German bomb had a total deployed mass less than half that of the first U.S. fission bombs (4670 kg
for Fat Man), yet could have had a comparable or even greater yield. It took the United States sev-
eral years to reduce the size and mass of fission bombs. According to Ilyichev and numerous other
sources (p. 4137), the German bomb was designed to be launched on a rocket; the United States
was not prepared to do that until 1958 (after extensive help from hundreds of German-speaking
scientists and engineers it had acquired).
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8.8.9 Hydrogen Bomb Designs

Wolfgang Ferrant (German?, ??–??), Ulrich Jetter (German, 1914–??), Alfred Klemm (German,
1913–2013), Karl Lintner (Austrian, 1917–2015), Josef Mattauch (Austrian, 1895–1976), Erich
Schumann, Georg Stetter (Austrian, 1895–1988), Walter Trinks, and many others worked in teams
that researched and produced significant amounts of fusion fuels and potential methods to use them
(Section D.2.4).

German patents, articles, and other documents from 1933 through 1945 discussed how to produce
fusion reactions in high-voltage tubes (pp. 3013 and 3177–3192). That technology would have been
very useful as a fusion neutron initiator in a fission bomb, as described by Kurt Diebner (p. 3167)
and Ivan Ilyichev (p. 3284).

In postwar papers apparently based on wartime work, Erich Schumann and Walter Trinks (pp.
3122–3163) and Kurt Diebner (pp. 3164–3167) described spherical implosion bomb designs with a
center of fusion fuel inside a spherical shell of fission fuel. That “fusion boosting” approach could
have greatly increased the yield of a fission bomb by supplying far more neutrons to induce fission
reactions.

A number of documents show that there was wartime work using lithium and deuterium together
as fusion fuel (pp. 3187–3201). Because lithium deuteride is solid and not a gas or cryogenic liquid,
it makes an ideal fuel for hydrogen bombs.

During the war, Alfred Klemm (under the direction of Josef Mattauch) perfected a method to
separate the lithium-6 isotope from the predominant lithium-7 in natural lithium (pp. 3202–3205).
That would only be useful for nuclear applications. Klemm also stated that there was wartime work
to produce tritium, another very potent fusion fuel (p. 3204).

In 1950, Ulrich Jetter (German, 1914–??) published a detailed proposal that fusion bombs could use
lithium-6 deuteride as readily storable solid fuel, rather than the much more troublesome cryogenic
deuterium and tritium (p. 3206). Based on the other documents available, Jetter’s description
appears to be directly based on wartime German work. According to conventional histories, lithium-
6 deuteride was first considered in the United States by Edward Teller in 1947 and in the Soviet
Union by Vitaly Ginzberg in 1949, was first tested by the United States in 1954, and is commonly
used in modern H bombs.16

In 1946, several scientists and engineers reported that during the war, Germany had been working
on a 6-ton radioactive bomb, as well as methods to deliver it by rockets or aircraft (pp. 3199,
3208–3214, and 3765). Such a massive bomb would have been very challenging to deliver, and
could presumably only have been justified if it were a hydrogen bomb. Conventional explosives,
a “dirty bomb” of conventional explosives with radioactive material, chemical weapons, biological
weapons, and even fission bombs could have been packaged into much smaller and much more easily
deliverable sizes (and if necessary, several of them could have been delivered separately to the same
target).

A 1946 U.S. intelligence document mentioned wartime German research on H-bomb development
as well as nuclear-armed ballistic missiles (p. 3218).

In 1944–1945, several U.K. and U.S. newspapers reported that Germany was developing a bomb
with a six-mile blast radius, which is characteristic of the several-megaton energy of an H bomb, in

16Goncharov 1996a, 1996b; Chuck Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes 1995; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017.
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stark contrast to the much smaller several-kiloton energy of a plain fission bomb (pp. 3216–3217).

From the currently available sources, the detailed design of the German H-bomb is unclear. However,
according to unclassified references, there are two major types of H-bomb designs.17

The simpler one to build is what the Soviets later called a “layer cake” (sloika), a spherical implosion
bomb with layers of fusion fuel interspersed with layers of fission fuel. The fusion reactions contribute
only a modest amount of energy, but a huge number of neutrons that enable the consumption of
far more fission fuel than would otherwise be possible. The postwar Soviet nuclear program was
heavily dependent upon German scientists, materials, and ideas, and the first Soviet H-bomb (Joe-4
or RDS-6, tested on 12 August 1953; see p. 1519) employed the layer cake design, with a weight
of 4.5 tons, diameter of 1.5 meters, and explosive yield of 400 kilotons. Joe-4’s yield could have
been higher if its surrounding layer of conventional explosives had been better able to compress the
layers of fission and fusion fuel [Wellerstein and Geist 2017]. If there was a wartime German design
that was very similar but had 1.5 tons more of surrounding conventional explosives (total weight of
6 tons), its diameter would have been around 1.8 meters, and its explosive yield could easily have
been in the 1.5-megaton range (corresponding to a six-mile blast radius).

The second major type of H-bomb is a “two-stage” design, in which the dense outer bomb casing
surrounds both a fission implosion bomb (the first stage) and a neighboring mass of fusion fuel (the
second stage). When the fission bomb detonates, its heat and pressure ignite fusion reactions in the
adjacent fusion fuel. If the outer bomb casing is made of fission fuel (even natural uranium), high-
energy neutrons from the fusion reactions can trigger extensive fission reactions in the outer bomb
casing, making it e↵ectively a third stage of the explosion. Friedwardt Winterberg, who worked
very closely with Kurt Diebner after the war, published a highly distinctive ellipsoidal two-stage
H-bomb design that looks rather di↵erent than standard U.S. H-bomb designs, but that is deeply
steeped in earlier German hydrodynamics and physics research (p. 3220). A surviving 1944 sketch
from Walther Gerlach shows an ellipsoid in conjunction with nuclear reactions involving deuterium,
which seems to support the wartime origin of Winterberg’s ellipsoidal H-bomb design (p. 3222).

Werner Grothmann stated that the German nuclear program was developing several di↵erent bomb
types, including a hydrogen bomb. He said that the hydrogen bomb looked like a “swollen bomb”
(ellipsoidal?), would have been a hundred times more powerful than a fission bomb (megatons
vs. tens of kilotons), and was expected to be ready in 1946 (which suggests that it had already
progressed far in its development by 1945); see pp. 2853 and 3172. Other sources expected the
German hydrogen bomb to be ready even sooner, sometime in 1945, if the war had continued (pp.
3217, 3195, 3211).

In 1947, when Edward Teller was trying unsuccessfully to invent a workable design for the U.S.
hydrogen bomb, he sent a highly unusual, specific, and urgent request for Siegfried Flügge to help
him with a “physics... program... of interest and importance to the national security,” stating that
Flügge would “be of marked assistance in carrying out the aforementioned program” (p. 3536).
Flügge was indeed brought to the United States, and it has never been publicly revealed what
he worked on. In fact, late in the war and after the war, there was a large influx of scientists
and engineers who came to the United States and/or United Kingdom and who were from or had
knowledge of the German nuclear program (p. 1508). Many of those scientists appear to have been
closely tied to the wartime German work on H-bombs, and may have especially aided the U.S.
H-bomb development program between 1945 and 1954.

17Goncharov 1996a, 1996b; Chuck Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes 1995; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017.
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8.8.10 October 1944 Test Explosion on the Baltic Coast

A number of sources reported a test explosion on the Baltic coast in October 1944 (Section D.2.5).

A May 1944 U.S. Army Air Forces intelligence document listed numerous research and development
sites in Germany. It correctly identified the rocket and jet propulsion work being conducted at
Peenemünde and the experiments being conducted at many other highly classified locations, but
noted that the “most secret research” was conducted on Rügen and Usedom islands—research even
more secret than the rockets and jets (p. 3236).

In August 1944, a German prisoner of war reported that “experiments are conducted on an estate
in Pomerania and it is alleged that this explosive is capable of destroying everything in a radius of
several kilometers” (p. 3238).

On 20 October 1944, the U.S. physicist and intelligence analyst Philip Morrison mentioned “recent
reports of Baltic explosions” that were being investigated by the Manhattan Project as possible
tests of a German atomic bomb (p. 3239).

A 21 October 1944 OSS intelligence report described the October test: “The Germans have com-
pleted a weapon which is founded on the principle of the disintegration of matter (Atomzertruem-
merung). Experiments have been performed which have proved conclusive[...] The radius of action
is supposed to be about three kilometers” (p. 3240).

A 19 January 1945 U.S. military intelligence summary covering many areas of advanced German
research included a subject heading for “ATOMIC BOMB,” under which it mentioned “close surveil-
lance of the area in which tests are alleged to have taken place” (p. 3241). The report focused largely
on the most recent work being conducted on the Baltic coast, suggesting that the tests occurred in
late 1944 on the Baltic coast.

In May 1945, German prisoner of war Friedrich Olmes said there had been “experiments with the
atom-splitting bomb” and “practical experiments were conducted on the Baltic coast” (p. 3242).

A 19 August 1945 U.S. Army Air Forces intelligence report entitled “Investigations, Research,
Developments, and Practical Use of the German Atomic Bomb” presented testimony by Rudolph
Zinsser, a German pilot captured by U.S. forces, that in October 1944 he flew near the massive
explosion of a new German bomb on or near the Baltic coast, describing in detail a very large
mushroom cloud and severe electrical disturbances (p. 3243). After further investigation, rather
than dismissing Zinsser’s report, the United States decided to upgrade it from Secret to Top Secret
in October 1945 (p. 3247).

In testimony in 1955, 1984, and 2005, Italian military correspondent Luigi Romersa stated that by
a special arrangement between Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler, on 12 October 1944 he witnessed
the massive explosion of a new German bomb on the Baltic coast (apparently Rügen island), had to
wait in a bunker for many hours afterward for the site to become less dangerous (short radioactive
half-lives?), and then had to wear a special protective suit when inspecting the leveled test site
afterward (pp. 3249–3254).

Werner Grothmann stated in 2000–2002 interviews that there was a successful atomic bomb test
in October 1944 (p. 3255).

In a 13 March 2005 television interview, Elisabeth Mestlin stated that she observed a massive
explosion on Rügen from a neighboring island on 12 October 1944 (p. 3258).
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8.8.11 Circa November 1944 Test Explosion in Poland

Multiple sources reported a test explosion in Poland in approximately November 1944 (Section
D.2.6).

A Top Secret U.S. cable from Warsaw in March 1946 stated: “Information has been given this
Embassy by a capable young engineer working in the zinc industry, that one of the best if not the
only material for atomic bomb containers is cadmium” (p. 3265). This “capable young engineer”
in Poland knew that atomic bomb casings included a layer of cadmium, which was true for the
implosion bomb designs described by both Ilyichev and Schumann (Section 8.8.8). The Polish engi-
neer’s knowledge suggests that German-run industry in wartime Poland was involved in developing
and/or testing an atomic bomb.

Robert Jackson, chief U.S. prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials, stated on 21 June 1946 that he had
received evidence that a new bomb design producing very intense heat had killed 20,000 Jewish
prisoners in a specially constructed test village in Poland (p. 3266).

In August 1946, a FIAT intelligence document mentioned that there had been a number of uncon-
firmed reports that “about Christmas 1944, successful experiments were conducted in Pomerania
with V-1 and atomic warheads, radio directed. The ensuing crater was 2 km in diameter” (p.
PageAtomkanone).

In December 1946, Otto Hahn said that there had been rumors that “atom bomb tests had been
carried out in Poland during the last year of the war which were supposed to have had an e↵ect
similar to the first atom bomb dropped on Hiroshima though on a considerably smaller scale” (p.
3268).

Gezo Mansfeldt, a survivor of Auschwitz, reported in December 1946 that he was frequently inter-
rogated by Soviet o�cials about high-security wartime production work at Auschwitz and that he
“learned of the atomic bomb tests” that were apparently related to that work (p. 3270).

A 1947 U.S. intelligence report stated that the Germans built a heavy water production plant near
Auschwitz and that it was removed by the Soviets (p. 3270). Heavy water would only be useful
for nuclear work, and the production of heavy water near Auschwitz suggests the presence of other
nuclear work in Poland.

In 1947, Heinrich Himmler’s physical therapist, Felix Kersten, stated that Franz Göring, a senior SS
security o�cial, had told him late in the war that a new bomb design producing several thousand
degrees of heat had killed 20,000 Jewish prisoners at a test site in Poland (p. 3271).

Heinrich Himmler’s personal astrologer, Wilhelm Wul↵, confirmed that Franz Göring had told him
the same story about an atomic bomb test in Poland (p. 3272).

Werner Grothmann stated that there was a successful atomic bomb test in or around November
1944 (p. 3255).
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8.8.12 March 1945 Test Explosions in Thuringia

A number of sources reported test explosions in Thuringia in March 1945 (Section D.2.7).

A 15 November 1944 letter from General Ivan Ilyichev to Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans
in Thuringia were preparing under hurried but very high security conditions to test a new spherical
“bomb of unusual construction” with a “large destructive power” that might be an atomic bomb
(p. 3280).

A 23 March 1945 letter from General Ilyichev to Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans in
Thuringia had recently conducted two very high-security test explosions of a new bomb design,
described in considerable detail as a 2-ton, 1.3-meter-diameter spherical implosion device with
multiple concentric layers and a 235U core that created a “massive radioactive e↵ect,” incinerated
or burned nearby prisoners of war, and destroyed buildings and trees within a radius of 500–600
meters (Fig. 8.51 bottom and p. 3284).

In a 30 March 1945 letter from Igor Kurchatov to General Ilyichev, Kurchatov analyzed the details
reported in the 23 March 1945 letter, said it gave a “very believable description of the construction
of the bomb,” and requested further information (p. 3295).

21 and 29 May 1945 letters from Georgy Flerov to Igor Kurchatov reported that Flerov was currently
in Dresden and en route to study the alleged German atomic test site using Geiger counters. Flerov
also requested that former prisoners of war returning from Germany to the Soviet Union should be
interviewed to learn if any of them knew anything about the test (p. 3301).

An October 1945 report from Soviet Marshall Georgy Zhukov to Stalin stated: “On the basis of the
materials we have collected, one can conclude that the Germans have achieved good results in the
field of theoretical and practical research and application of nuclear power up to the construction
of an atomic bomb” (p. 3318).

A 1946 Russian interrogation summary reported that Robert Döpel stated that there was an atomic
bomb test on a German military base before the end of the war (p. 3319).

It seems there is or at least was considerably more information about the apparent German nuclear
tests in Russian government archives, including even a captured German film entitled “Film of the
Launch of a V-2 and the Explosion of an Atomic Bomb” (p. 3322). At a bare minimum, there are
presumably documents identifying the Soviet spy who provided the information given in Ilyichev’s
two reports, documents reporting the suspected test site location to Flerov (which he seemed to
know, but which was not in Ilyichev’s two reports), documents reporting what (if anything) Flerov
ultimately found, and documents describing the “collected materials” to which Zhukov referred.

21 March 1945 and 9 June 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photos of the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz
military base appeared to show a large circular area of possible blast damage, as well as surrounding
buildings and vegetation that may have been a↵ected by blast and/or radioactive fallout, whereas
a 12 August 1944 aerial reconnaissance photo did not show those features (pp. 3325–3329).

In what appears to be a transcript of her testimony before an East German government inquiry on
16 May 1962, Cläre Werner, a wartime lookout at the Veste Wachsenburg castle near the Ohrdruf
military base, reported watching a large nearby test explosion on 4 March and another one on 12
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March 1945, as well as being informed of the historic nature of the explosions by visiting military
and SS o�cials. She reported that she and some other local residents su↵ered from symptoms that
sound like radiation sickness. Although there are unresolved questions about the nature and the
chain of custody of the 1962 transcript, Cläre Werner confirmed the key points of her testimony in
several interviews conducted between 1998 and 2003 (p. 3333).

In a transcript of his apparent testimony before the same East German government inquiry on
16 May 1962, Heinz Wachsmut reported being conscripted into a unique work assignment for the
afternoon and evening of 5 March 1945 in Thuringia. He reported encountering large numbers
of living, dying, and dead people su↵ering from what sounds like radiation sickness and burns
in the aftermath of what the SS told him was a history-making test explosion. Under the close
supervision of the SS, he was instructed to wear protective gear, and he burned approximately
450 bodies on woodpiles and saw a total of approximately 700 bodies being burned. (It is not
clear if all of those were victims of the test explosion, or if some were victims of the daily harsh
treatment of prisoners.) Afterward his protective gear and clothing were burned, he was instructed
to wash himself thoroughly, and he was unable to eat for days afterward possibly due to radiation
sickness. While there are again unresolved questions about the 1962 transcript, the family of Heinz
Wachsmut confirmed that he had described the same events and details to them (p. 3339).

In transcripts of his testimony before East German government inquiries in 1966, Erich Rundnagel,
a plumber who had worked for Kurt Diebner’s nuclear research group in Thuringia during the war,
reported that the scientists had told him they had two eight-kilogram atomic bombs (presumably
fission pits for atomic bombs) in their safe (p. 3345).

Colonel Oscar Koch, who was a high-ranking intelligence o�cer working with General George
Patton, stated that a German prisoner of war described the massive explosion of a new bomb type
in Thuringia in March 1945 (p. 3347).

Werner Grothmann stated in 2000–2002 interviews that there was an atomic bomb test in Thuringia
on 4 March 1945 (p. 3255).

The explosive yield of the Thuringian device would have strongly depended on how much fission and
fusion fuel were used. If the Thuringian device had been furnished with a ⇠5–10 kg pit of weapons-
grade fission fuel comparable to that in Gadget/Fat Man, it seems likely that it would have had
a comparable yield in the ⇠20-kiloton range. If significant fusion neutron boosting occurred from
the fusion fuel at the center, the device could have fissioned far more of its fission fuel and hence
achieved far larger yields—potentially even ⇠100 kilotons for a ⇠10 kg pit with ⇠50% e�ciency.

Ilyichev gave the blast radius of the tests as 500–600 meters. That would correspond to a yield
equivalent to roughly 200–350 tons of TNT (p. 3609). Presumably the test explosion was delib-
erately kept as small as possible by using just enough fuel to briefly achieve criticality during
peak compression, both to conserve weapons-grade fuel and to minimize the mess made in central
Germany.

People at the test site would have been exposed to the prompt radiation (gamma, neutrons, and
beta) released during the explosion. For a fission explosion of 200–350 tons, the lethality [10 Grays
(Gy)] radius for this prompt radiation is ⇠500 meters, very comparable to the blast radius [Glas-
stone and Dolan 1977, p. 333].
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The test would also produce radioactive fallout, which would emit 80% of its total radiation within
the first 24 hours and the remaining 20% more gradually over the following days, months, and years
[Glasstone and Dolan 1977, pp. 390–397]. The area over which the fallout was distributed would
depend on local winds and topography. Using a plausible area of ⇠100 km2 and the estimated yield
of 200–350 tons, the radioactive exposure from the fallout averaged over the whole area would be
0.15–0.26 Gy/hr at 1 hour, or 1.1–2.0 Gy for the first 24 hours (p. 3614). Noticeable symptoms
of radiation sickness would begin at a cumulative exposure of ⇠1 Gy, very serious illness at ⇠2
Gy, and fairly consistent lethality (within hours or days after exposure) at ⇠10 Gy [Glasstone and
Dolan 1977, pp. 575–587]. Ilyichev reported that most of the civilian population in the surrounding
area had been evacuated; even those who were not may not have had enough outdoor exposure to
develop symptoms. Any German teams surveying the after-e↵ects of the explosion in nearby areas
with Geiger counters would certainly have noticed the radioactive fallout.

Data from U.S. nuclear tests suggests that the fallout dosage immediately around a test site is ⇠10–
100 times higher than that in the much larger surrounding area that receives significant fallout, with
a geometric mean value of ⇠30 times higher (depending on local winds and geography) [Glasstone
and Dolan 1977, pp. 419–439]. Using that mean value to multiply the area-averaged dose, ballpark
values for the radiation dose right at the Thuringian test site would be 4.5–7.9 Gy/hr at 1 hour, or
34–59 Gy for the first 24 hours, lethal doses that may help to account for the lack of later witnesses.

Thus the explosion’s prompt radiation at the test site, the radioactive fallout at the test site within
the first 24 hours, and the radioactive fallout in nearby towns within 24 hours would easily fit
Ilyichev’s description that a “massive radioactive e↵ect was observed.”

After 76 years, the radioactivity of the fallout would have dropped to ⇠2⇥10�9 of its radioactivity
1 hour after the explosion [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, p. 393], or 2.6–4.6⇥10�6 Gy/yr averaged
over the area and 7–14⇥10�5 Gy/year at the test site. The residual radioactivity at the test site
would be at least ⇠10–30 times smaller than the natural background radiation (1–2⇥10�3 Gy/yr)
and hence extremely di�cult to detect. In fact, after 76+ years of water, wind, and human activity,
the fallout could easily have become scattered over a significantly larger area than the initial area
assumed here, and/or become buried to varying depths in the ground, making it even harder to
detect than has been calculated here.

Therefore modern measurements of residual radioactivity cannot prove or disprove
whether the March 1945 Thuringian nuclear tests (or other possible wartime German
nuclear tests) occurred.

Other scientific methods (especially using mass spectrometry, particle-induced X-ray emission, neu-
tron activation analysis, or other highly sensitive methods; looking for 238U from the tamper; and
comparing data at and away from the test sites to eliminate background signals), may or may not
be able to detect signs of the tests.
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8.8.13 Wartime/Postwar Axis Belief in the Reality of German Nuclear Weapons

Among Axis o�cials in positions of knowledge, there was a widespread belief in the reality of
German nuclear weapons, both during and after the war (Section D.2.8).

One of Heinrich Himmler’s closest diplomatic contacts, Grand Mufti Amin al-Husaini of Jerusalem,
said Himmler had informed him in July 1943 that Germany was developing an atomic bomb (p.
3355).

Himmler’s political rival, Albert Speer, confirmed that Himmler was keenly interested in developing
an atomic bomb during the war (p. 3360).

On 5 August 1944, Hitler informed the Romanian dictator Ion Antonescu that Germany had de-
veloped and would use a V-series weapon with “such a tremendous e↵ect that all human life would
be destroyed within a radius of three to four kilometers from the impact point” (p. 3366).

On 16 December 1944, Benito Mussolini stated that “thousands of German scientists are working
day and night” to develop new weapons that would change the war, apparently in reference to
information he received via Luigi Romersa (p. 3380).

In 16 November 1944 and 9 February 1945 letters from FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover to Franklin
Roosevelt’s top advisor Harry Hopkins, Hoover reported that intercepted messages from Germany
to German spies in the U.S. asked the spies about “the probable reaction of the people of the
United States if Germany used the explosive power obtained through the splitting of the uranium
atom,” high-priority targets in the United States that Germany could bomb, and methods that U.S.
laboratories used to avoid criticality accidents with large quantities of enriched uranium, suggesting
that Germany possessed large quantities of enriched uranium (pp. 3370–3382).

Widespread German reports from late 1944 through 1945 claimed that Germany was on the verge
of deploying atomic bombs and missiles for them (p. 3383).

On 14 February 1945, Hitler told one of his doctors: “In no time at all, I’m going to start using my
Victory weapon and then the war will come to a glorious end. Some time ago we solved the problem
of nuclear fission, and we have developed it so far that we can exploit the energy for armaments
purposes. They won’t know what hit them! It’s the weapon of the future. With it Germany’s future
is assured” (p. 3384).

Heinrich Himmler’s physical therapist, Felix Kersten, and his personal astrologer, Wilhelm Wul↵,
independently wrote that in early March 1945, Himmler was very optimistic about the imminent
success of an atomic bomb (pp. 3271, 3272).

Henry Picker, a close confidant of Hitler, wrote that before the war ended, prototype fission bombs
were completed and ready, and facilities for mass-producing the bombs had been built (pp. 3385–
3389).

In 2000–2002 interviews, Werner Grothmann described how an extensive program run by Heinrich
Himmler developed, tested, and debated the deployment of atomic bombs (p. 3392).
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In a 1 April 1945 telegram to Allied leaders, Allen Dulles reported that Luftwa↵e General Albert
Kesselring mentioned deliberations among Hitler’s top sta↵ about whether to use a final secret
weapon, referred to as the “desperation weapon,” that would cause a “terrible blood bath” (p.
3394).

In a September 1945 interrogation, the father of an SS o�cer told Americans about deliberations
among Hitler’s top sta↵ over an atomic bomb in April 1945 (p. 3394).

In Otto Hahn’s autobiography, he wrote that he had heard from reliable sources that there were at
least three completed atomic bombs at the end of the war (p. 3119). Lending additional credibility
to Hahn’s story, the bombs were said to be at Lüneburger Heide, which wartime Allied intelligence
reports had identified as the site of what sounded like large underground uranium enrichment
facilities producing fuel for spherical implosion bombs (Section 8.8.4). There were also other reports
of nuclear-related work at Lüneburger Heide (pp. 3112–3118, 3242).

Former SS o�cer Erwin Bartmann reported very similar information from his insider knowledge
of conversations among Hitler, Göring, and others—there were specific mentions of “three special
bombs” and even up to nine completed bombs by the end of the war (p. 3391).

Shortly after the war, German rocket engineers Wernher von Braun and Walter Dornberger, as well
as American o�cials who examined the German rocket program, reported that Germany planned
to use its rockets to carry a “much more powerful explosive,” presumably atomic bombs (p. 3400).

In the end, German leaders appear to have concluded that they did not have a su�cient number
of nuclear weapons (and/or su�ciently reliable delivery vehicles) to strike enough Allied targets to
change the ultimate outcome of the war. Moreover, Allied leaders had made it clear that if Germany
used anything other than conventional weapons in the war, the Allies would respond by killing tens
of millions of German civilians with mustard agent or other means (p. 3645). Individual German
political or military leaders may have also feared even greater postwar prosecutions if they used
nuclear weapons, or considered it more personally beneficial to try to trade German nuclear and
other technologies to the Allies than to employ them against the Allies.
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8.8.14 Wartime/Postwar Allied Belief in the Reality of German Nuclear Weapons

Both during and after the war, highly placed Allied o�cials expressed belief in the reality of
advanced German nuclear weapons programs. In fact, it appears that after the war, the four ma-
jor Allied countries found and benefited from materials and expertise from the German nuclear
weapons program (Section D.2.10). All of the relevant wartime and postwar reports with the de-
tailed evidence remain classified or missing entirely from archives. Nonetheless, enough sources are
available to prove that those reports did indeed exist, and presumably still do exist. This section
gives numerous examples, although it is by no means exhaustive. See Appendix D for much more
information.

In two December 1943 cables to Washington, the U.S. Military Attaché in Istanbul warned that
“an engineer of the Todt organization revealed in Sofia that the Germans now possess a new type
of incendiary far surpassing anything yet used in warfare. The engineer intimated that London
would su↵er a fate worse than that of Berlin or Hamburg in the near future.” The reports added:
“The Germans have a weapon in preparation which is more devastating than anything we have
ever seen” (pp. 3357–3358). Germany had been mining uranium in Sofia since 1938 (Section 8.8.3).

In July 1944, Manhattan Project physicists Philip Morrison and Karl Cohen analyzed available
intelligence on the German nuclear program and concluded (p. 3361):

Recent evidence essentially confirms our earlier general statements on enemy bomb
production. The reports now at hand lead us to conclude:

1. A German “Y” [enrichment] project has been underway since early 1943.

2. A D2O pile is in operation, but we do not believe that this is on production level.

3. It is implied that a separation method is operating at a production level, for it is
surely improbable that the enemy will organize a utilization group without some-
thing to use.

We include a time schedule, and a technical discuss of the probable means employed.

Enemy production of devices can be as high as:

1. 1 device every 3 months—on the assumption that 30 kg of material are required
per device.

2. 1 device every month—on the assumption that 10 kg of material are required per
device.

In either case the first completed device could be in enemy hands now.

The Daily Telegraph and Morning Post reported that in August 1944, the British government had
intelligence that Germany was preparing “an atomic bomb” with “an explosive radius of more than
two miles,” or three kilometers (p. 3364). As noted in Section 8.8.5, the Royal Air Force went to
extreme lengths to bomb what appears to have been a German fission reactor and fuel reprocessing
complex near Königsberg during the period 26–30 August 1944.
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In September 1944, the Los Angeles Times reported that invading U.S. troops in France had found
evidence that Germany was preparing a rocket-launched bomb “with an explosive radius of three
kilometers” (p. 3367).

Margaret Suckley, Franklin Roosevelt’s secretary, wrote in her diary on 9 December 1944 that
Roosevelt had received reliable reports that the Germans had successfully developed a bomb capable
of killing everything within a mile and that the German program was “way ahead” of similar U.S.
research (p. 3374).

A tantalizing December 1944 summary report from the Manhattan Project’s Foreign Intelligence
Unit concluded (p. 3374):

1. Intelligence indicates that the enemy is working in the project field. It is likely that
he has undertaken one or several of the various processes for the production of bombs
on a small scale and to have organized an installation equivalent to our project on final
utilization. (TAB A).

2. The various methods for the production of U-233, U-235 and Pu-239 have been
considered in the light of scientific development, basic materials, and industrial e↵ort
required. (TAB B). The liquid thermal di↵usion process for production of U-235 on a
moderate scale and the pile process using heavy water for the production of Pu-239 on
a small scale appear to be the most likely possibilities; the production of U-233 on a
useful scale appears to be unlikely. Activities inferred from the intelligence and other
reports indicate that these processes could have come into operation during 1943. (TAB
C).

3. On the basis of the above analysis it is possible for the enemy to have at least one
device in his hands now, but it is improbable for him to have more than three.

[Handwritten in lower right corner:] Cross referenced in Enemy Prod.[uction] of Devices—
G[roves?]

Unfortunately, instead of TAB A, the collected intelligence evidence for the German nuclear weapons
program, the NARA file only includes a note stating: “In the review of this file this item was re-
moved because access to it is restricted” (p. 3376).

In March 1945, Gerard Kuiper, a highly knowledgeable investigator in the Alsos Mission, wrote
a letter that contradicted what the heads of Alsos were claiming at that time (p. 3453): “One is
again surprised to see quotations from U.S. senators who think that the war will be over ‘within
a few days’. It would be wiser to worry about the chance we still have of losing it if certain high
explosives are developed in time. This possibility may, incidentally, be one reason why the Germans
are not giving in.”

Rather than heading toward the logical objective of Berlin to topple the German government
and beat Soviet forces to the prize, U.S. troops under Generals Patton, Bradley, and Eisenhower
rushed straight toward Thuringia. Justifications for this strategy have ranged from preventing
Hitler from fleeing south to liberating concentration camps. However, at the very least it seems
like an intriguing coincidence that Patton, Bradley, Eisenhower, and other top Allied o�cials were
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personally inspecting the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz military base all together on 12 April 1945
(U.S. forces captured the base on 4 April), only a month after the possible nuclear weapons tests
at that site (Section 8.8.12) [Karlsch 2005, p. 218]. Other than photos of the generals and some of
the concentration camp victims, none of what must have been numerous detailed written reports
about what technologies or documents the U.S. forces found at that and nearby facilities have ever
been declassified and released to the public.

A 31 May 1945 cable from Eisenhower to Washington, D.C. reported: “A laboratory containing
equipment and documents related to experimental work on atomic bombs and AA rockets was
located near Lofer, E 7399 by Third US Army” (p. 3527). Eisenhower later told The New York
Times how seriously he regarded the German nuclear program: “My main concern was that the
Germans did not get the atomic bomb to use on us” (pp. 3410–3411).

In fact, at the end of the war, Allied investigators personally inspected many sites that conducted
work related to the German nuclear weapons program, including sites in Germany (Lüneburger
Heide, Hillersleben, I.G. Farben installations, numerous locations in Thuringia, etc.), Austria (St.
Georgen an der Gusen, Ebensee, Redl-Zipf, Lofer, etc.), Czech territory (Pilsen, Podmokly, St.
Joachimsthal/Jáchymov, etc.), and elsewhere (pp. 2896–2900, 3518–3533). Detailed reports on what
they discovered and learned about the German nuclear program have never been publicly released.

In May 1945, the German submarine U-234 surrendered to the United States. It contained 560
kg of uranium oxide (possibly enriched), bomb detonators, other materials, plans, and technical
experts that would have shed light on the German nuclear program. Other submarines carried
additional relevant materials, documents, and personnel (Section D.2.10). Where are the many
tons of documents, prototypes, and other cargo from the U-234 and the other submarines, as well
as all of the reports on the German nuclear and other technology programs that the United States
compiled in the process of investigating the submarines’ cargoes and interrogating their passengers?

By the end of the war, SS General (and Dr. Ing.) Hans Kammler controlled and knew the details
of virtually all German secret weapons research and development programs, including the nuclear
weapons program. According to o�cial histories, Kammler died in early May 1945. However, mul-
tiple documents in U.S. government archives prove that he surrendered to U.S. forces in May 1945
and was alive and being interrogated by the United States for many months (and perhaps even
many years) after the war (pp. 3501–3517). The U.S. government must possess lengthy transcripts
or even audio/video recordings of Kammler’s interrogations. It would also possess any documents
and materials that Kammler had with him when he was captured, or that he was able to direct
the Americans to afterward. Kammler’s interrogations and documents would presumably have pro-
vided the United States with considerable detail about the German nuclear program and other
very advanced developments. (Albert Speer’s capture and interrogation resulted in many shelves
full of documents.) How can all of that Kammler material be located and declassified from U.S.
government archives?

When nuclear-related censorship was relaxed somewhat after the U.S. atomic bombings of Japan in
August 1945, Allied o�cials made a stunning admission to Newsweek (p. 3402): “Since the surrender
of the Nazi armies, Allied o�cers have revealed that Germany would have been able to strike with
atomic bombs by January 1945, if the invasion had not come six months before. The highest Allied
o�cials knew that such explosives could have won the war for the Axis.”
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In a 25 August 1945 press release, the U.S. O�ce of War Information stated that “Germany’s
inner war secrets” included “experiments with the atomic bomb,” that “Germans made significant
progress in the development of an atomic bomb,” and that not all “of the secrets. . . may be
disclosed at this time” (p. 3403).

A 31 August 1945 U.S. report mentioned “Gerald Klein (Dr.), Dipl.-Eng., Manager of LGW. . .
Worked at Peenemünde and later became group director of atomic devices in RLM. At present being
used by the British. Evacuated by ‘T’ Force” (p. 3547). Klein was listed as the manager of “LGW,”
which was the Luftgerätewerk Hakenfelde A.G., part of the huge Siemens electrical company. If
wartime Germany never had atomic devices or even serious plans to make them, as maintained by
o�cial histories, why did the RLM or Reichsluftfahrtministerium (Ministry of Aviation) have an
entire group dedicated to atomic devices, of which Dr. Klein was the director? Where are the U.K.
and U.S. reports on Klein, the organizations named, and the nuclear work?

A remarkable 14 September 1945 OSS cable hinted at far more detailed knowledge about the
German nuclear weapons program than has ever been publicly released (p. 3549):

Our work on this subject is to correlate and cooperate with specially appointed gen-
eral who has charge of the whole AZUSA [German nuclear] situation and has overall
responsibility. [...]

On present sub feature of AZUSA about assisting locating German scientists, special
general asked to have the information sent only to Calvert, London Embassy, or to
Washington. [...]

This now done and all AZUSA information obtained by OSS in ETO and applicable in
ETO situations now to be coordinated only between you or Wisner Sibert and Calvert
and advising OSS Washington of resulting decisions or information. This insures desired
maximum security with fewest number persons involved. Copies of any reports to be
sent OSS Washington without delay and showing action taken.

This subject so tight at this time we are playing very close with special general.

Does this OSS cable show that the U.S. started to really appreciate the full extent of the wartime
German nuclear program by September 1945, and took steps to limit that knowledge to the “fewest
number persons”? Is that why Zinsser’s report of a German atomic bomb test was upgraded from
Secret to Top Secret in early October 1945 (Section 8.8.10)? Who was the “special general” men-
tioned in this cable—Leslie Groves or someone else?

The joint chairs of CIOS, U.S. General Thomas Je↵ries Betts, Deputy G-2 of SHAEF, and U.K. Min-
istry of Supply chief advisor and F.R.S. Professor Reginald Patrick Linstead, wrote a 15 September
1945 final report based on specific discoveries by their CIOS investigators (p. 3407):

Certain items have been omitted because of security considerations. . . Of particular
significance were the statements, made by German experts in the rocket and controlled
missile field, that much of the priority accorded their work by the German High Com-
mand was in anticipation of the use of atomic explosives. These authorities stated that
KWI had repeatedly assured Hitler that an atomic explosive would be available for use
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within a comparatively short time. During the last months of work by the Peenemünde
sta↵, V-weapons were designed with much smaller war-heads. Quite possibly this trend
was in anticipation of the successful development of a German atomic explosive.

Thus the CIOS chairs directly contradicted the public statements of the Alsos Mission and confirmed
that there was indeed a German program to develop an atomic bomb, and that it was far more than
a paper design program—its hardware had passed through su�cient development, production, and
testing by the end of the war that it was ready or nearly ready to be used in combat.

Shortly after the war ended, General George C. Marshall made several noteworthy public state-
ments: (1) “German technological advances such as in the development of atomic explosives made
it imperative that we attack before these terrible weapons could be turned against us.” (2) “At
the close of the German war in Europe they [U.S. factories] were just on the outer fringes of the
range of fire from an enemy in Europe. Goering stated after his capture that it was a certainty
the eastern American cities would have been under rocket bombardment had Germany remained
undefeated for two more years. The first attacks would have started much sooner.” (3) “It is not
hard to predict that supersonic atomic rockets will have a profound influence on any war that ever
again has to be fought” (p. 3408).

T. M. Odarenko, a longtime physicist from Bell Telephone, was one of the senior scientists involved
in transferring advanced electronics and other technologies from Germany and Austria to the United
States after the war. He wrote of encountering a large group of refugee nuclear scientists in Austria
(pp. 3459–3461):

Among these evacuees there is a very large group of capable scientists who worked in the
field of nuclear physics and chemistry and who have been carrying this work with such
facilities as they have been able to assemble. There are two (or possibly more) institutes
which were directly involved before the end of the war in a secret German project called
“Uranmotor” whose purpose was to split uran[ium] atoms in order to obtain a powerful
source of intra-atomic energy. It is apparent that the end result of this work is a method
of obtaining an explosive release of atomic energy, or atomic bomb.

——

Contrary to the statements, attributed by the U.S. newspapers to the various U.S.
atomic experts, that it “would take the Germans some 100 years to solve the problem
of atomic disintegration on an explosive basis” (for the manufacture of bombs), the
opinion of the members of the Institute themselves was that, given a supply of radium
and uranium, and permitting their return to Vienna, where certain of their materials
and equipments are stored, they would be able to “complete their work” in some 3 to
6 months. Some small scale experiments were claimed to be performed successfully by
the Institute before the end of the war in Europe.

That these claims of the Institute are not to be disregarded too readily would follow
from the fact that Prof. Smyth spent considerable time with the Institute, revisited them
several times, and thought it necessary to insist on the most stringent type of control
over the scientific activities of the group, as well as on close individual observations.
Perhaps equally significant are the indications of the substantial interest of the Russians
in several members of the Institute.
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“Prof. Smyth” was Charles P. Smyth, a Princeton chemistry professor and member of the Alsos
Mission, who reported to Leslie Groves. Odarenko’s reports on the nuclear scientists were also
forwarded to Groves.18 As a result of the reports of Odarenko and Smyth, the Austrian nuclear
scientists were closely monitored and controlled for years by U.S. intelligence and military agencies.
For example, the leader of the Austrian group, Georg Stetter, was kept under virtual house arrest
by U.S. agents in Austria from 1945 until the 1950s, nearly destroying his career (pp. 3462–3464).

A large number of Alsos-related documents from Samuel Goudsmit’s files remain classified (pp.
3454–3455). Likewise, some very important German-related files from the Manhattan Project’s
Foreign Intelligence Unit and the OSS remain classified and unavailable [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A; NARA RG 226]. Even Lt. Col. George R. Eckman’s “Final Report on the ALSOS Mission,”
written in December 1945, seems to be missing from modern archives (p. 3434). There may be
countless other relevant files whose absence is not even noted in the archives.

There is evidence that Dutch intelligence provided important information about the German nu-
clear weapons program to the United States during and after the war (pp. 3469–3473). Samuel
Goudsmit’s entire folder of Dutch intelligence on the German nuclear program remains classified
and unavailable.

Likewise, there is evidence that French intelligence gave important information about the German
nuclear weapons program to the United States (pp. 3474–3475).

Werner Grothmann stated that the fission fuel and components of at least one German atomic bomb
were found and removed from Germany by U.S. forces in 1945 (pp. 3554–3556). An archived card
catalog of U.S. intelligence reports on Germany shows that there were postwar reports containing
detailed information on the German atomic bomb, including a 2 January 1946 document labelled
“Blueprints of Atomic Bomb,” a 28 March 1946 report on “Atom Bomb Research in Germany &
Influence on Developments in Soviet Russia,” a 4 June 1947 report entitled “Atomic Bomb,” a 25
July 1947 report on “Atomic Bomb Detonating Plans,” and others. The reports themselves are still
classified and unavailable to the public (pp. 3552–3553).

In private, General Leslie Groves wrote a February 1946 secret memorandum revealing (p. 3465):

Government measures to encourage the long term exploitation of German scientists by
the United States are desirable, particularly with reference to nuclear physicists and
chemists who might be of some service to scientists in this country in the field of atomic
energy. . . I suggest, therefore, a fifth category, defined as, those German scientists
of outstanding ability in the field of nuclear physics and chemistry who, by their past
reputation and present knowledge, would be of more value to the national interest of this
country if they could be employed here rather than in any other country. . . However,
it is extremely important that these persons be prevented from giving their services to
a potential enemy of the United States.

In public, though, Groves knowingly and repeatedly made false claims that Germany’s nuclear
scientists had been few in number and hopelessly backward [Groves 1962].

18NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 174, Folder 10.10 Austria: Personnel. Shuler to Leslie R. Groves, 26 November
1945, Subject: Problem of Displaced Scientists in American Zone of Austria.
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At the “Ashcan” interrogation center after the war, Hermann Goering told his Allied interrogators
that “Germany was within 90 days of producing its first atom bomb when the war ended” (p. 3496).

In similar postwar interrogations, Wilhelm Voss, the former director of the Skoda works, told Allied
interrogators about the organization and results of the German nuclear weapons program (p. 3501).

A U.S. Department of Commerce press release praised wartime German scientific accomplishments
that were more advanced than those of the United States and that were being transferred to the
United States to improve its programs: “Spectacular accomplishments in uranium, nitrogen, oxygen
recovery, plastics, nuclear physics and many other fields, have been uncovered in the investigation
of the chemicals field alone” (p. 3551).

In July 1946, the U.S. Army Air Forces Review published an article stating, “it is still a matter
of scientific conjecture just how many weeks—or days—it might have taken Germany to be ready
with her atomic devices for the V-2s” (p. 3415).

Top Secret 1946 cables from the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Sta↵ to General Joseph T. McNarney (the
military governor of the U.S.-occupied zone of Germany and also the commander in chief of the
U.S. Forces of Occupation in Europe) ordered him (pp. 3550–3551):

Except for most cogent reasons you will not permit representatives of nations other than
British Commonwealth (excluding Eire) to have access in any U.S. zone of occupation
under your jurisdiction to technical information on the following subjects or to related
intelligence targets:

——

Applied and theoretical nuclear physics, including design and operation of devices for
producing highly energetic particles, and isotope separation.

These Top Secret Orders from the highest level were written over a year after the end of the war in
Europe, after the U.S. had had time to investigate wartime German programs in detail, and they
specifically noted advanced nuclear-weapons-related work.

In a 17 August 1946 interrogation, Edmund Sorg described a piloted version of the V-1 cruise
missile armed with an atomic bomb (p. 3497).

In discussing German rockets as weapons in an August 1947 interview, General William L. Richard-
son said “there is evidence to believe that the Germans intended to utilize an atomic warhead which
would have made this weapon extremely deadly” (pp. 3412–3413). General Richardson would have
been a highly knowledgeable and very sober source for this information. What “evidence” did he
have?

In a 19 August 1947 intelligence report that is still heavily censored, Edmund Tilley discussed
wartime nuclear weapons work at Tucheler Heide in Poland, including the production of 235U
and 239Pu and apparently even 1–5 kg fission pits for atomic bombs. According to Tilley, one of
the German scientists most directly responsible for that work, “Dr. Niels” (Walter Nielsch?), had
already been taken to the United States for interrogation and/or work (p. 3499).
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Many German and Austrian scientists who appear to have been involved in the nuclear program
visited or worked in the United States and/or United Kingdom after the war. They may have
provided information about wartime German work and aided the U.S./U.K. nuclear programs.
Even basic files for some scientists are still not available to the public. For example, virtually
the entire “Foreign Scientist Case File” (Paperclip file) of nuclear physicist Otto Haxel has been
redacted in response to recent Freedom of Information Act Requests, and Wernher von Braun’s
Paperclip file is missing entirely. The late-wartime and postwar influx of scientists and engineers
who were from or at least had knowledge of the German nuclear program included (pp. 3504–3515,
3476, 3534):

Wernher von Braun

Rudolf Brill

Adolf Busemann

Walter Dornberger

Rudolf Edse

Kra↵t Ehricke

Gerhard Falck

Karl Fiebinger

Rudolf Fleischmann

Siegfried Flügge

Wilhelm Groth

Gottfried Guderley

Paul Harteck

Otto Haxel

Richard Herzog

Johannes Hans Jensen

Willibald Jentschke

Ulrich Jetter

Hartmut Kallmann

Hans Kammler

Gerald Klein

Stanley Kronenberg

Heinz Maier-Leibnitz

Werner Maurer

“Dr. Niels” (Walter Nielsch?)

Heinz Schlicke

Kurt Starke

Ernst Stuhlinger

Hans Suess

Herbert Wagner

Friedwardt Winterberg

Karl Wirtz

Gernot Zippe

This list is far from exhaustive. Furthermore, a large number of additional scientists were inter-
rogated in Europe. The complete interrogation reports and all other files on all of these scientists
and engineers should be sought and released. (Kronenberg and Winterberg came later but were
educated by scientists from the wartime nuclear program and appear to have learned some of their
secrets.)

From examples such as those given throughout this section and Appendix D, it is clear that there
is an enormous amount of information about the wartime German nuclear weapons program that
remains classified and/or hidden by various governments. Why is that the case, if the German
program was as small and as primitive as government o�cials and historians have maintained for
over 76 years? What is the true history of the German program? What is the true history of Allied
knowledge about the German program, both during and after the war? Where is all of the relevant
archival and physical evidence stored now?
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8.8.15 Further Research That is Needed

The information that is currently available about the wartime German nuclear weapons program
appears to best match the pattern of a very large and very advanced program, not the small
and primitive program that has been depicted in conventional histories. Historians should actively
search for additional information that could help to confirm or refute this picture:

• Any relevant records in U.S., U.K., French, Russian, or other national archives should be
located, declassified, and released to the public. Even from the currently available evidence,
it is abundantly clear than highly relevant documents (wartime intelligence on German nuclear
tests and progress; postwar interrogations of Hans Kammler, German and Austrian nuclear
scientists, and other key players; reports on postwar investigations of nuclear-related sites
and submarines; etc.) remain classified and unavailable to the public. The war ended over 76
years ago, and government censorship of all those historical documents must finally end.

• Any relevant information in personal collections (war diaries, preserved documents, pho-
tographs, etc.) should be located, authenticated, and analyzed with the other available data.

• Thorough scientific analyses of suspected test sites should be conducted (especially using
mass spectrometry, particle-induced X-ray emission, neutron activation analysis, or other
highly sensitive methods; looking for 238U from the tamper; and comparing data at and away
from the test sites to eliminate background signals), although after 76+ years of radioactive
decay and weathering, even the most diligent testing might be inconclusive.

• Extensive and meticulous industrial archaeological digs should be conducted at sites suspected
to have been involved in developing or storing nuclear materials or nuclear weapons. Even
if much of the material at those sites had been removed by German or Allied forces, any
remaining evidence could provide conclusive proof about the nature and extent of the wartime
nuclear program.

Until those searches have been thoroughly conducted, historians and scientists should cease making
authoritative-sounding declarations that the nuclear program was small and unsuccessful, since
there is already a great deal of evidence to the contrary.

If the German nuclear weapons program was indeed successful, one can understand why the major
countries involved would have wanted to conceal that fact at the end of World War II and the
beginning of the Cold War. Germans would not want to appear guilty of additional acts for which
they might be punished after the war; key German players could find much greater personal rewards
in o↵ering the fruits of the nuclear program to Allied nations and remaining silent. For purposes
of internal morale and external public image, Allied countries would prefer to claim that such
technological accomplishments were really their own, and in any case would be highly motivated to
try to protect any new weapons technologies from rival Allied nations in the incipient Cold War.

Likewise, if the German nuclear weapons program was successful, one can also understand why
the major countries involved might desire to preserve that secret even over 76 years later. The
German and Austrian governments might not want yet another Third Reich o↵ense from their past
for which they would need to apologize. Former Allied countries might not want to admit that
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their wartime and postwar technological prowess was not as great as they had boasted for so many
decades, or that that of their vanquished enemy was greater than they had claimed for so long.
In any event, routine security classification rules would prevent the release of archival documents
with useful details about nuclear weapons designs and production methods, no matter what their
age, history, and country of origin might have been (even though far more dangerous, detailed, and
up-to-date information is now readily available to everyone on the internet).

Yet if the German nuclear weapons program truly was more successful than the governments have
previously admitted, on the whole it would seem far more beneficial for all countries to finally
acknowledge that fact than to continue to deny it:

1. As with “truth and reconciliation commissions” in other countries, Germany and Austria
could finally acknowledge and address the full extent of the Third Reich’s actions, their
current citizens (who were too young to have been involved in any of those events) could have
a detailed understanding of those actions and history, and these countries could move forward
with that chapter fully closed, rather than still having to hide or fear further revelations in
the indefinite future.

2. Carefully inspecting and cleaning up any sites involved in producing or storing nuclear mate-
rials would prevent contamination of local drinking water, farms, and homes with radioactive
isotopes, heavy metals, or other toxic chemicals.

3. Elucidating all the concentration camp prisoners who died in the preparation, production,
and testing of nuclear weapons would finally bring justice to what may be many thousands
of currently forgotten victims of the war.

4. The media-consuming public in former Allied countries seems fascinated with and proud of
their countries’ roles in World War II, so they should be extremely interested in new details
about that war, and should in fact find it exciting to learn that their victory was even more
hard-won and more consequential than previously known (somewhat similar to how sports
fans are more excited by especially close or high-stakes wins).

5. Everyone would gain a much better understanding of the strategic decisions made by all coun-
tries during and after the war, making more sense of events and actions that have previously
not been as well explained in the history books.

6. All nations would benefit tremendously by learning exactly how revolutionary technologies
have been created in the past, so that they could better create and enjoy the benefits of new
revolutionary technologies in the future.

For much more information on the German nuclear weapons program, see Appendix D.

For information on wartime German programs to develop intercontinental jets, rockets, and other
delivery vehicles for nuclear weapons, see Appendix E.
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8.9 Nuclear Engineering in the Soviet Union

German-trained scientists and engineers, as well as German-produced designs, materials, and equip-
ment, made enormous contributions to the postwar Soviet nuclear program.19

The Soviet nuclear program employed (at least) many hundreds of German-speaking scientists and
engineers. Just the Soviet nuclear institute run by Manfred von Ardenne was sta↵ed with almost
300 Germans [Oleynikov 2000]. At least several hundred more worked at other nuclear institutes and
facilities in the Soviet Union.20 Including German-speaking scientists and engineers in industries
that directly supported the nuclear program (geology, chemistry, materials science, electronics,
aerospace, etc.), the total number of German-speaking specialists who contributed to the program
was likely in the thousands. For examples of some German-speaking scientists who aided the Soviet
nuclear program, see Figs. 8.52–8.55. Some of the major contributions included:

• Klaus Fuchs, a German physicist who worked in the U.S./U.K. nuclear program for many
years, gave the Soviet Union detailed plans of U.S. nuclear bombs and production systems
(which had been designed and developed with the critical contributions of a large number of
German-speaking and German-trained scientists, as discussed in Section 8.7).

• Erich Purucker (German, 1893–1957), Hans Kammler’s chief assistant in running the wartime
German nuclear program, was captured by Soviet troops in May 1945 along with a car full
of German nuclear weapons plans, and held in the Soviet Union for the rest of his life. See p.
3501 for more details.

• E. Baroni (German, ??-??), Henry Ortmann (German, 1908–1988), Nikolaus Riehl (German,
1901–1990), Herbert Schmitz (German, ??–??), Herbert Thieme (German, 1902–??), Günther
Wirths (German, 1911–2005), and many other German and Austrian scientists processed
uranium ore to uranium oxide, uranium metal, and uranium hexafluoride. Joseph Stalin
personally awarded Riehl the title “Hero of the Socialist Labor” and gave him a first class
Stalin Prize; he gave Thieme and Wirths second class Stalin Prizes.

• Heinz Barwich (German, 1911–1966), Fritz Bernhard (German, 1913–??), Gustav Hertz (Ger-
man, 1887–1975), Hans Gerhard Krüger (German, 1912–??), Justus Mühlenpfordt (German,
1911–2000), Reinhold Reichmann (German, ??–??), Werner Schütze (German, ??–??), Pe-
ter Thiessen (German, 1899–1990), and many other German and Austrian scientists pro-
duced gaseous di↵usion systems to enrich uranium-235, apparently based on wartime Ger-
man gaseous di↵usion technology. Joseph Stalin gave Thiessen a first class Stalin Prize, and
Barwich, Hertz, Reichmann, and Schütze second class Stalin Prizes.

19 Albrecht et al. 1992; von Ardenne 1990, 1997; Barkleit 2008; Barwich and Barwich 1970; Boch and Karlsch
2011; Fengler 2014; Fengler and Sachse 2012; Goncharov 1996a, 1996b; Goncharov and Riabev 2001; Graham 1993;
Heinemann-Gruder 1992; Holloway 1994; Karlsch 2011; Karlsch and Laufer 2002; Karlsch and Zeman 2016; Kozyrev
2005; Kruglov 2002; Maddrell 2006; Mick 2000; Nagel 2016; Naimark 1995; Oleynikov 2000; Pondrom 2018; Riabev
1998, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2002d; Riehl and Seitz 1993; Siddiqi 2009; Sokolov 1955; Wellerstein and Geist 2017;
West 2004; Yudin; Zeman and Karlsch 2008; News Chronicle 1945-10-15 p. 1; NYT 1945-10-15 p. 4, 1945-10-31 p.
6, 1946-01-29 p. 1, 1946-11-28 p. 16, 1946-12-06 p. 17, 1947-02-24 p. 1, 1948-05-26 p. 3, 1948-12-28 p. 10b; Spokane
Daily Chronicle 1948-03-16 p. 6; Sydney Morning Herald 1946-04-20 p. 2; Times 1945-05-15, 1945-05-18.

20Rainer Karlsch, unpublished Soviet archival list of personnel files.
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• Fritz Lange (German, 1899–1987), Max Steenbeck (German, 1904–1981), ?? Stüdel (German,
??–??), Gernot Zippe (Austrian, 1917–2008), and many other German and Austrian scientists
produced gas centrifuges to enrich uranium-235, apparently based on wartime German gas
centrifuge technology.

• Manfred von Ardenne (German, 1907–1997), Werner Schütze, Max Steenbeck, and many other
German and Austrian scientists produced electromagnetic separators to enrich uranium-235,
apparently based on wartime German electromagnetic separation technology.

• Hans-Joachim Born (German, 1909–1987), Alexander Catsch (German, 1913–1976), Niko-
lai Timofée↵-Ressovsky (Russian but German educated, 1900–1981), Karl Günter Zimmer
(German, 1911–1988), and other German and Austrian scientists elucidated the biological
e↵ects of radiation, as well as methods to protect against it, based on their earlier research
in Germany.

• Victor Karl Bayerl, Ludwig Bewilogua (German, 1906–1983), Werner Czulius (Austrian,
1914–2007), Karl-Hermann Geib (German, 1908–1949), Paul Herold (German, ??–1951), Wal-
ter Herrmann (German, 1910–1987), Paul Heylandt (German, ??–??), Hans Gerhard Krüger,
Hans-Jürgen von Oertzen (German, 1907–??), Heinz Pose (German, 1905–1975), K. Renker
(German, ??–??), Ernst Rexer (German, 1902–1983), Gustav Richter (German, 1911–1999),
Karl-Heinz Riewe (German, 1907–??), Adrian Rosen (German, ??–??), Herbert Schmitz, Max
Volmer (German, 1885–1965), Carl Friedrich Weiss (German, 1901–1981), Hans Westmeyer
(German, 1910–??), and many other German and Austrian scientists developed fission reactors
for breeding plutonium-239 from natural uranium-238, based on wartime German technology.

• Manfred von Ardenne, Gustav Hertz, Carl Kober (German, 1913–??), Josef Schintlemeister
(Austrian, 1908–1971), Werner Schütze, and other German and Austrian scientists developed
methods of producing and using lithium and tritium in H-bombs, apparently based on wartime
German and Austrian work. (See p. 3205 as well as the rest of Section D.2.4.) Von Ardenne
was awarded two first class Stalin Prizes for his multiple contributions in the Soviet Union,
including the purification of lithium-6 for H-bombs.

Even Pavel Oleynikov, a former group leader of the Chelyabinsk-70 nuclear weapons complex in
Russia, admitted that German scientists, technologies, ideas, and materials had had a profound
e↵ect on the development of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Union [Oleynikov 2000]:

It is hard to fully explore the German contributions to the Soviet atomic project without
performing a detailed examination of the whole Soviet atom bomb e↵ort. What is clear
from the available evidence is that German involvement had several very important
implications for the Soviet Union and the world:

• German resources jump-started the Soviet program and saved it up to five years
of time. If not for this time, the USSR could hardly have been as aggressive as it
was in seeking global dominance. Very likely, the USSR could not have wielded its
influence in Asia, and the whole course of regional history (e.g., the Korean War)
would have been di↵erent. [...]
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• Participation of German scientists in the development of new uranium enrichment
methods revolutionized the whole uranium fuel industry. The work of Max Steen-
beck and Gernot Zippe shaped the European and Japanese enrichment plants, and
was used by several later proliferators (e.g., Pakistan and Iraq) as well.

In sum, although the Soviets would have eventually developed nuclear weapons on
their own, they benefited considerably from German technology, expertise, and raw
materials. The German contributions undoubtedly accelerated the program by several
years and enhanced the Soviets’ stature on the world stage. An accurate and complete
history of the Soviet bomb program must acknowledge the importance of the Germans’
contributions.

At a minimum, the contributions of all of those German-trained scientists and all of the nuclear-
related materials taken from Germany appear to have accelerated Soviet development of fission and
fusion bombs by many years (Figs. 8.56–8.57). Although some historians have studied this area,
much more detailed investigations are needed, especially if unrestricted access to former Soviet
archives becomes available.
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Figure 8.52: Examples of German-speaking scientists who played critical roles in the development
of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Union.
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Figure 8.53: More examples of German-speaking scientists who played critical roles in the develop-
ment of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Union.
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Figure 8.54: More examples of German-speaking scientists who played critical roles in the develop-
ment of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Union.
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Figure 8.55: More examples of German-speaking scientists who played critical roles in the develop-
ment of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Union.
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Figure 8.56: Examples of early Soviet nuclear weapons: a replica of Joe-1 or RDS-1, the first Soviet
fission implosion bomb, and the explosion of Joe-1 on 29 August 1949.
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Figure 8.57: Examples of early Soviet nuclear weapons: a replica of Joe-4 or RDS-6, the first Soviet
hydrogen bomb, and the explosion of Joe-4 on 12 August 1953.
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